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Two U.S. senators and a
government watchdog group
have opened fire on Sam
Defense Inc., claiming the
company charged Uncle Sam
outrageously high prices for
machine guns and other
weapons. The Pentagon is
auditing Saco Defense, which
maintains its munitions
prices are fair. page 2
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Portland's two Republican parties

.......

How many more moderate Republicans will be victims of right-wing ideologies?
• By Andy Newman

Local Republican politics iirstentered the Twilight
Zone last March, after Paul Volle was arrested for
shoplifting $20 worth of batteries and cassettes from
a Portland supermarket. State Republican officials
begged him to step down as chairman of the
Cumberland County Republican Party, but he refused.
Then, in January, Portland Republican Committee
Chairwoman Carolyn Cosby refused to testify before
a state ethics commission which was investigating a
gay-bashing political flyer circulated during last
year's campaign. After refuSing to testify before the
committee, Cosby launched a bitter attack against the
officials and then was forceably removed from the
Jan. 9 hearing by a law officer_
Four days later, Portland Republican newcomer
John Patrick Harrigan announced that he and his

father, Bill Harrigan, were responsible for producing and mailing the flyer.
Another three weeks went by, and the Harrigans
recanted their confession.
Most recently, on Feb. 2, three uniformed police
officers removed Falmouth's Mark Finks from a
meeting of the state Republican Party in Augusta
after he refused to give up the floor. Finks had been
arguing against those who were working to kick
Paul Volle off the state committee.
Just what you'd expect from a bunch of Republicans, right?
Wrong, say moderate Republicans who, while
still in control of the party on the state level, have
lost control of the Portland party to a well-organized
faction of far-right conservatives.
One of those moderates is Robin Lambert, the
target of the anti-gay pamphlet that voiced the

conservative faction's far-right tone. Volle and Cosby
"represent a few religious zealots who have no tolerance for anyone who hasdifferen t beliefs than theirs,"
he said.
Lambert, an outspoken activist for gay rights and
a woman's right to an abortion and, yes, a Republican, was defeated by that faction's tactics.
Bu t the smear campaign did not victimize Lambert
alone. It went on to leave many area voters with the
impression that all Republicans only promote candidates who serve their rigid ideologies, and that they
will use despicable tactics to assure the victory of
those candidates.
And now, while local Democrats sit in office,local
Republican moderates are on a mission to unseat the
right-wing faction within their Grand Old Party.
Fontinued on page 8

Mark Finks argues with the police officers who removed him from the state Republican committee meeting on Feb. 2.
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ACT UP and the politics of AIDS

• By Peter KRrllSOpOulos

The State of Maine counted 225 cases of AIDS within
its borders as of Dec 31, 1990. Of those 225 cases, 114
have died. But local AIDS activists claim that those
figures are grossly underestimated by state officials
who would rather riot deal with the growing AIDS
crisis.

"The population of people with AIDS and HIV
infections is growing rapidly in Maine, but nobody
wants to acknowledge that," said Toby Simon, an AIDS
caseworker and coordinator for the Maine chapter of
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power), a radical
activist group dedicated to loud, confrontational actions.
The trademark of ACT UP is "Silence =Death," and

scattered throughout the group's literature is the statement: 'We are not silent."
But the targets of ACT UP's actions are often unpredictable; ACT UP is not afraid to protest well-respected
and admired individuals and organizations within the
AIDS community. And that has led some within the
AIDS community to question their tactics.
Continued on page 10
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Fleet axes Maine
Savings workers,
names new prez

50CYo off - SALE

100% wool SUITS $297 reg S595 {1f SPORTCOATS $99 reg $225
100% wool SLACKS $49 reg S98 f11 SWEATERS 1/2 price
cotton pinpoint SHIRTS <Ii down PARKAS
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A", H, BEN 0 I T & C O.
188 Middle street -In the Old

Port. Portland. Maine

Don't be sheepiSh~~
t~

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: February 5 through 12, 1991.
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Pentagon investigates Sa co Defense

Black Tie ...
Daily Entrees & Soup Specials
Gourmet Tal<e Out
lOam-6:30pm mon-fri • 870 Broadway· S. Port~nd

Earth Works~~i~
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WINTER TREE CARE
Registered Arborists with 11 years experience.

Call now, 829-6322
Fully Insured-Free Estimates" PO Box 31, Yarmouth, ME 04096
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'DeCivery 5fvaifa6Ce'

•

Allegations that Saco Defense Inc. overpriced weapons it
sold to the U.s. government has prompted an audit of the
company by the Pentagon.
Gregory Black, Saco's director of human services, denied
claims by the Project on Government Procurement, a government watchdog group, that it had gouged the government.
"They really ought to know what they're talking about before
they talk," Black said. "Maybe their problem isn't with Saco
Defense. Maybe it's with the government."
With the help of the watchdog group, Sens. Charles Grassley,
R-Iowa, and William Roth, R-De!., have given the Pentagon a
list of items for which they contend Saco charged too much.
The items under scrutiny by Pentagon auditors are:
-The M60 machine gun, which cost $5,700 in 1990, compared
to a similar weapon that cost $418 four years ago.
_An inch-long spare part for the Mk19 grenade launcher,
called a pin retainer, which allegedly varied from $10.28 to
$100.
-Another small spare part for the Mk19, which cost from
$78.35 to $275.
Greg Williams of the Project on Government Procurement
also questioned the price of the Mk19, which increased from
$1,772 in 1984 to $10,975 in 1988, but isn't on the list given to the
Pentagon.
Black confirmed that Saco's machine gun prices had increased from 1984 to 1988, but said it was only because the guns
~re too cheap to begin with. He said Saco Defe~se lost $32 .
million making the Mk19 because company offiCials underestimated the weapon's cost.
Roth said the study showed that "horror stories of the mid1980s" were not corrected, as Pentagon officials promised. "It's
like a bad B-movie: 'The return of the $640 Toilet Seat Cover,'"
Roth said. Williams suggested the "excessive costs" paid to Saco
were caused by company inefficiencies and a lack of competition. Saco is the only maker of the M60 and the Mk19.
The Pentagon should finish its audit by late this year.
Black said the Pentagon's audit will prove that the lawmakers' figures are wrong. "From the standpoint of cost, we build a
competitive weapon, period."

Crossing guard sentenced
The Portland crossing guard who called a black student a
"nigger" before shooting a pistol at him was sentenced for
attempted murder in Cumberland County Superior Court on
Feb. 8.
Superior Court Judge Stephen L. Perkins ordered James F.
Murphy, 41, to serve seven years of a IS-year prison term for
attempted murder.
Clinton Drake III, 15, escaped injury last March 30 because
Murphy missed him with his first shot and the gun jammed
when he tried to fire again.
Police said Murphy was carrying 56 rounds of ammunition
when he went to his job as a crossing guard at the intersection
of Washington and Cumberland avenues on the day of the
incident.
Drake had exchanged words with Murphy the day before the
shooting when Drake and a white girlfriend were walking near
Murphy's post. At the trial, Drake testified that Mu~hy t~ld"
him to "leave her alone, nigger. Leave her alone, she s white.
The next day Drake confronted Murphy about his comment
and the crossing guard drew a gun and fired.

Realtor goes bankrupt
James G. McCann, who once had seven ERA/M~ann Realty
offices in southern and central Maine, has filed for personal
bankruptcy.
.
McCann, who sold his five remaining ERA/McCann offices
15 months ago, filed for Chapter 7 liquidation under the federal
Bankruptcy Code.
The petition did not include asset and liability fi~res~ b~~
McCann's lawyer, Leonard M. Gulino of Portland, said hablhties exceed $1 million and no assets were expected to be available f~r distribution to the 29 remaining creditors.
McCann said his role as lead partner in a condominium
conversion at the Grand View Motel in Old Orchard Beach had
triggered his financial downfall.

Fleet Bank of Maine laid
off 46 former Maine Savings
Bank workers as of Feb. 8.
The layoffs were the first
since Fleet acquired the failed
Maine Savings Bank when
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. took over Maine
Savings on Feb. 1.
Fleet Executive VicePresident Michael McNamara
said the employees laid off
were primaril y from the
administrative, accounting
and auditing departments.
The layoff list included
former Maine Savings Bank
President Roy P. Hibyan.
No severance packages
were provided to those laid
off. 'When the FDIC took
over Maine Savings, all
employment ceased at that
point," McNamara said. He
added that workers not laid
off were given employment
agreements ranging from 30
days to six months.
McNamara said the bulk
of any future layoffs would
come after Fleet's and Maine
Savings' operations are
consolidated. That consolidation is expected to take three
to six months.
Anne Szostak, who was
named Fleet of Maine's new
president and chief operating
officer on Feb. 7, said Fleet
officials hadn't determined
exactly how many employees
would lose their jobs, but she
said the number would be
less than 100.

You don't have to
read the personals

,.

Bath condos fetch
only $6,000
The recent sale of 36
condominium apartments in
Bath - some of which sold for
as little as $6,000 per unitsuggests that the southern
Maine condo market still
hasn't hit bottom.
The six Hyde Park condominium buildings, each with
six apartments, were sold to
five people at prices ranging
between $6,600 to $10,000 per
unit. That was very good
news for the bargain hunters,
but bad news for Fleet Bank,
which was hoping to get an
average of $42,000 per unit to
cover the $1.5 million
mortgage.
Fleet had foreclosed on the
six converted World War IIera buildings, which developer Michael W. Nash and a
group of investors had hoped
to sell at a starting price of
$60,000 per unit three years
ago.
"It's definitely a buyer's
market out there right now,"
said Richard Keenan of
Keenan Auction Co., which
handled the sale of the Hyde
Park condos. "We still
probably haven't hit bottom
yet."

Portland slashes
school budget

...

... to love
Casco Bay Weekly.
SFYL, (single, female, yellow lab) looking for
elusive puppy love. Are you a 5MBL who
enjoys chasing cars, terrorizing cats, or
gnawing a soft Slipper? If so, please write me
at Box 600, right away! Otherwise, I'll
continue reading Casco Bay Weekly's
personals (as long as my owner keeps putting
them under me.)

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

On Feb. 4, The Portland
School Committee voted
unanimously to slash $1.2

• Continued on page 4
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Tour Old Port
Headquarters

Little
China Town
FINEST CHINESE FOOD

gARDING~ BOOK ~80~

for

ALL
CALENDARS
35% OFF

29

Watch & Clock

~epair .~
. 0. 'W~~

.EngraV~~~:;¢I. .'
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Plaques '.. - .<.~
&Awards
-

• Continued from page 2
538 Congress Street

Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
SiDgle items or large collections wanted

Classic

38 Exchange Street
In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10
Sun. 12-5

•
•
•
•
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Old Port

874-6980

Port
Bake

Sandwich &
Bakery Shop

House

CALL:
773·2217

BROWSERS ALWAYS WElCOME

SINCE 1138

100m to 5:30 pm Mon . -Sot.

•

FOUR

AntiQuorion BookMlit;rs AuociOllOn of A~a

GENERATIONS

1-800-228-1398
761-2150

144 Cumberland Ave_, Portland

646·8785

SJe Congress st.

Closed

Rout. 1. W.II.

205 Commercial
Our Old Port

LUNCHES-soups, sandwiches, salads
MORNING PASTRIES for meetings
CAKES for birthdays, celebrations
FRESH BREADS, PIES & PASTRIES
• Old Parr area
delivery, $15.00
minimum, please.

Lawyers attack
new $300 jury fee

d.cole
jewelers
10 Exchange Street
772-5119
Hours:

Iv\on.·Sat. 100, Sun. 12-5

CAPTURE THE MEMORIES
with beautiful
wedding
photographs

by
Roger Mayo
Quality Photography
since 1972

Offered Exdusively By ...

DROP ME ALINE...
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND

773-5547

....._ _ _ _ OPEN EVERY DAY _ _ _ _...I

DlMORA
CONTEMPORARY

FURNITURE
LIGHTING

26 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

04101

ACCESSORIES

(207) n5 7049

!HAIR-E>('CHANGEI
,
... and Jacial salon
ying the Knot?

SKIN CARE
FROM A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW

WHOLISTIC and SCIENTIFIC
You want all

the details

to

be

just right.
.

HARMON'

~

Let ILS provide the
service and quality in
floral arrangement you
deserve on your
weading day.

~%.BARTON'S
~~

584 Congress Street
117 Brown Street
Westbrook
Portland
774·5946 Free parking al both /ocalions. 854·2518
All
credit cards accepted on
orders.

million from school expenses
for the remainder of the
school year.
Faced with an estimated
$4 million shortfall in
property tax collections, city
officials turned to the schools
to reduce their expenses.
Robert Dodge, director of
finance for the Portland
School Department, said he
did not know where the cuts
would be made, but he did
say school officials are
"trying to find out where
they can make the cuts
without affecting programs."
Dodge said there will be
no layoffs with the cut, but
added, "If we have to cut
more I don't know where we
would find it."

Customized Treatment

Maine People's
Alliance trashes
MERC

In-depth AnalysiS

Private Room

For cleansing, hydration,
relaxation and education.
8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

The state is slapping
Mainers with a $300 fee to
have a jury trial, and a
lawyers group thinks the fee
does an injustice to lowerincome people.
'They're asking the little
guy to subsidize the court
system. We don't think that's
fair," said Roger Katz,
president of the Maine Trial
Lawyers Association. "Access
to the courts should not be
affected by whether someone
is rich or poor. Equal justice
also means equal access," he
said.
The Maine Supreme
Judicial Court, in an order
issued late last week, imposed the $300 fee in all civil
cases in which a trial by jury
is demanded. That sum
would be in addition to the
current $100 filing fee.
The fee would normally be
paid by the plaintiff, but
could be paid by the defendant if the person wanted a
jury trial and the plaintiff did
not request one.
Superior Court Chief
Justice Thomas E. Delahanty
n said the fee will allow the
courts to continue to hear
civil jury trials at their current
level. "At the present time it's
the only practical way of
preserving civil jury trials at
the level we have had over
the last three years," he said.
'The court doesn't like this,
but the alternative is much
more drastic." Without the
new fee, the courts couldn't
afford to hold civil jury trials
after March 1, he said .
The fee is intended to
cover the cost of jurors, each
of whom is paid $20 per day.

8:30 - 7:00 M-F

775-2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT

A report issued by the
Maine People's Alliance
(MPA) trashes MERC, the
waste-to-energy plant in
Biddeford, for violating air
emission standards. Accord-

ing to the report..-the~RC
incinerator exceeded its
carbon monoxide standard
311 times and its sulfur
dioxide limit on 379 occasions
in 1990.
The group, which said the
report indicates continuing
environmental violations at
the plant, renewed its
demand that the Saco City
Council reject a proposed 17year contract for MERC to
bum the city's garbage.
But MERC manager
Randall Parenteau said the
figures cited in the report
don't provide a true picture
of MERe's compliance rate,
which he said is 97 to 98
percent. '1f our compliance
was 100 percent, it would
suggest that the permit is too
lax," he said. "They do put in
a permit that's pretty tough
to meet."
Sue Murphy, a Saco
resident who helped organize
a public meeting Monday
night to discuss the contract,
said MERC supporters "have
attempted to portray MERC
as having turned over a new
leaf" since emission problems
in 1988. But she said the
report by the Maine People's
Resource Center appears to
contradict MERe's contention that it is in "substantial
compliance" with all its
permit limits.

Cape Elizabeth,
South Portland
fight for land
Two communities say they
have rights to land bequeathed 160 years ago by a
charitable Maine man "for
the poor of the town forever."
Thomas Jordan gave his
land to Cape Elizabeth's poor
in his will when he died in
1825. But the state now says
Jordan's estate should be
shared with South Portland.
"The Town of Cape Elizabeth
to which Thomas Jordan
referred in his will of 1825
was the old, original Cape
Elizabeth which was renamed South Portland by the'
Maine Legislature in 1895,"
Assistant Attorney General
Lucinda White wrote in a
letter to the two communities.
The farm sits on about 150
acres of marshes and meadows on Spurwink Avenue in
Cape Elizabeth. The town
used it as a shelter for the
poor until the 196Os. But now
the Cape Elizabeth Town
Council wants to sell the land
and invest the proceeds in the
poor. According to Town
Manager Michael MtCovern,
"You just don' t send people
to a poor farm anymore."
Cape officials say the
question of controlling the
trust was settled in 1895. "We
don't disagree that when he
made his will it was one
town," said Cape attorney
Thomas Leahy. But, he
added, "We don't agree" that
South Portland still has a
stake in the trust. 'When the
towns separated, they had
committees which listed the
assets and liabilities of each
town and they divided
those," Leahy said. 'This was

a ·property that w.ent to Cape
Elizabeth."
Final ruling on the land
may be up to Cumberland
County Probate Court.
To complicate matters,
now Jordan's descendants
want the property back,
claiming Cape Elizabeth
hasn't stuck to their
forefather's wishes. Housing
advocates have also called for
the town to use the site for
affordable hOUSing, which
they say is lacking in the
community.

Water District
unveils Sebago
Lake plan
The Portland Water
District is helping 16 communities around Sebago Lake the source of Portland's water
supply - to monitor the
effects of new development
on the lake's water quality.
The Phosphorus Allocation
Plan is designed to help
municipal planners decide
what limits to place on
discharges of phosphorus
when considering development projects.
The district's plan isn't
mandatory, but towns will be
urged to incorporate its
guidelines when reviewing
development projects, said
Michael J. Toohill, an environmental scientist with
Whitman & Howard, a
Boston engineering firm
working with the district.
"This is a tool, a suggested
method of maintaining water
quality," Toohill said.
"Really, it's to everyone's ,
benefit if we keep this lake
nice .. . I think we're going to
see coopera tion."
When it rains, storm water
runs off roads, farms and
lawns, carrying with it the
nutrient phosphorus, which
can cause large, stinking
"blooms" of algae on lakes.
Once a lake blooms, oxygen
depletion can kill fish and
make it difficult to restore the
lake to its former quality.
Maine loses an average of one
lake a year to algae blooms.

Burbank library
site booked
A new branch library
should be built in a parking
lot next to Longfellow
Elementary School, a site
committee has ruled.
-The Burbank Library, a
19,oOO-volume collection, was
previously shelved in vacant
classrooms at the Longfellow
Elementary School. But rising
enrollment forced school
administrators in 1985 to put
kids back in the space.
Thomas Allen, a city
councilor and the site
committee chair, said the
parking lot location posed
fewer problems and would
cost less to maintain than
other sites considered for the
library.
Fellow city councilor and
committee member Linda
Abromson added that
construction should begin
sometime this summer if the
plan is approved. Portland's
• Continued on page 6
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The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints
plus free film every day of the week!

Free Neon Sunglasses
When you purchase 3 rolls of Konica film
for only 6.99 35mm 24 exposure 100 asa

.772-78832967363
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City Center, Ponland
71 US Route I. ScarborouJlh •

RICHARD; PARKS, GALLERY
500WaU
Halogen
Torchiere
with down
li~ht and
dimmer
Regular $99

Contessa
Chairs
Regular
$89 each

Special
$49
each

Special
$49
Doxey Bookcases
Easy to assemble 70"x30"xl2"
3 for $189 (while supplies last)

major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

PORTLAND

BANGOR

ELLSWORTH

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street.
774-1322

942-6880

High Street
667-3615

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

WINTER IS STILL WITH US
and

OUR BIG WINTER SALE IS ON
All coats, sweaters, skirts, suits,
trousers and dresses

50% OFF

•
70% OFF
•
•

Everything in Helen's Cellar (All Seasons)

We are now showing spring and cruisewear - including
swim suits
We also have a good selection of mother of Ihe bride and
special occasion dresses

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN
185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN
COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM THE
BIG GREY CHURCH"
729-3907
STORE HOURS: 9:30·5:30

CHINESE NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 7:30pm
Portland City Hall Auditorium

$3 75 LUNCH

A magnificent spectacle for the
entire familyl Equal parts
percussion, dance and athletic
~roup, a performance by KOOO
IS a once-m-a-lifetime experience.

• stir fry
• 2 homemade dumplings
• sweet & sour soup
• a slice of CHINESE
NEW YEAR'S CAKE
expires 2128/91

Portland Concert Association. 262 Cumh... rhmd AH·. Portland, ME 01101

Call tor eal-in or lake-oul
UNION STATION CAFE
774·2686
222 St. John St.
Portland
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WINTER SALE
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Through Sunday, March 3

• Continued from page 5
City Council is expected
make its final decision at a
public hearing on March 18.

STOREWIDE
SAVINGS

Scarborough
voters to decide
on town hall

10 - 25% OFF
our already low-low prices

• track and recessed lighting
• outdoor lighting
• Tiffany lamps
• medicine cabinets
• select table and floor lamps
• crystal chandeliers

297 Forest Ave.
Portland

(Exit 6B off
Rt.295)
761-7610
Creative

solutions
for all your
lighting
needs

PORTLAND

LIGHTING
5

T

o

R

E

OPEN
SUNDAYS
Ask about
our BestIn-Town
-House
Package"
. pricing

VIDEOPORT
~OlJt.qf1~.9t'>~

lower lobby
151 Middle ~t.
Portland, Maine

773-1999

Maine's Most Comprehensive
Health &. Racquet Club.

RACQUET/~,

• Tennis
• Squash
• Racquetball
• Badminton
• Table Tennis

781-2671
196 U.S. Route 1 • Falmouth, ME

Scarborough voters will
decide whether to build a
$1.25 million town haJl at a
special referendum set for
April 2. The Town Council
decided on Feb. 6 to send the
issue to the voters.
The proposed 12,000square-foot building would
be constructed on land
behind the existing Town
Hall. The current building,
sections of which are more
than 100 years old, has been
cri ticized as being too small
for the current work force of
21, lacking insulation and
sitting on a dangerous stretch
of Route 1.
If the referendum is
approved, the town will
spend $1.25 million to design,
build and fuJly equip the new
building.
Councilor Bruce Moulton
said he supported the new
town hall because it made the
most sense, and doesn't
require an increase in the tax
rate.
A public hearing on the
referendum question will be
held on March 13, at 7:30
p .m., at Town HalJ.

State eyes
household toxies
State leaders are considering a plan to coJled and
recycle hazardous household
products and discourage the
purchase of items that can
harm the environment in
normal use.
"Our sense is people are
concerned about this part of
the waste stream and are
looking for us to provide
some leadership," says
Denise Lord, planning
director with the Maine
Waste Management Agency.
"I guess this is a test of how
rooted that concern is."
The Legislature is expected to hold hearings next
month on the bill that would
impose a 25 cent surtax on
more than 40 household
products ranging from motor
oil and shoe polish to paint
and dry cell batteries. While
discouraging consumers from
buying such potentiaJly
hazardous products, the
surtax would raise an
estimated $800,000 a year to
collect and handle the wastes
those products generate.
Household hazardous
wastes make up less than 1
percent of Maine's municipal
trash by weight, but this
smaJl fraction can be toxic
when it leaks from landfills,
accumulates in sewage
sludge or belches from
incinerator stacks.

Under the new proposal,
distributors and wholesalers
who sell products deemed
hazardous would have to buy
an identifying label from the
state for 25 cents. Each can of
toilet bowl cleaner, for
example, would have a label,
signaling to consumers that it
is considered a hazardous
waste.

Discover
Birkenstock

One of the six squadrons
based at the Brunswick Naval
Air Station is being eliminated by the Navy to save
money. And the elimination
of Patrol Squadron 44, a unit
of Patrol Wing 5, will be yet
another blow to southern
Maine's economy because the
squadron has 310 people and
an annual payroll of $7.8
million.
"Ther e'll be that many
fewer people up here asSigned to the base," said Lt.
Cmdr. Michael L' Abbe,
spokesman for the Patrol
Wings of th e Atlanti c Reel.
"Obviously, people are
paying for housing, they're
paying for food, entertainment, all the different things
that you spend money on in
an area."
The 60 officers and 250
enlisted personnel who now
make up the Brunswick
squadron will start to be
reassigned over the next
several months, L' Abbe said.
"Overall, there will be a
loss of 310 people to this area.
It will happen over the course
of time, but I'd say we'll see it
over the next year or so," he
said.

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Rosalie Mulligan, Andy Neumum
and the Associated Press.

weird news

Chilton's Annual
February Sale
Every Piece of Unfinished Furniture

10%-50% OFF

Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a remarkable
blend of comfort and style. Contoured foot beds
provide cushioning and
support, while your
feet remain free to
move naturally. You'll
find colors that range
from basic to brilliant.

Brunswick Navy
squadron cut
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CHILTON'S

=walkabout

410 Payne Road
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CIDLTON'S
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Both Stores
Delivery and

Lower Main St.

7 Daysl
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§ EVERYBODY'S TALKING!
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§ Parker's hot new menu is here §
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• chicken
• pasta
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• seafood
·steaks
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Cutaways

$39.00!

~

Dinners $5.95 - $10.95
A mple Parking
Reservations Welcome

878-3339
Allen's Corner • Washington Ave • Portland

(were $96.00)

------~

Scarves $3_00
(were $16.00)

Hours:

Mon - Friday
9-5pm
04101 ·772-861.)7.
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STOP IN AND WARM UP!

Homemade Souptl, Chowder, Desserts,
Sandwiches and Much More!
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.. In Houston, Wayne
Johnson, 34, pleaded guilty to
shoplifting, explaining he
wanted the perfect Christmas
gifts for his religious friends.
He was arrested outside a
Waldenbooks store with five
Bibles under his clothes.
.. Emerson Moser, who
retired after making 1.4
billion crayons during his 35
years at the Crayola Co.,
admitted he was colorblind.

".fP E N
I(

AFFORDABlE

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

(

FiESH ENTREES
87l-walt

774-3550

r---------------------------------.

I

.. At its Atlanta headquarters, Orkin Pest Control
announced it was doing its
part "to help soldiers beat
their reported unofficial war
with pests" by sending U.S.
troops in Saudi Arabia 1,000
f1 Y swatters.

I

~

Boone's 774·5725
VALENTINE SPECIAL
:Y
•

Custom House Wharf •

I

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABUSHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"
We Buy Anything Worth Buying

• • ·WE PAY CASH. • •
14k Gold $13.95per gram

Use our convenient Lay-Away plan
B~·SELL·~E
4 Stores to SelVe You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 Usbon St., Lewiston
155 Front St., Bath
177 Water St.,
Auguata

I

I

•

:

•
I

TWO FOKONE*

MONDAY..., THURSDAY
EVENINGS

••

Expires 2121/91

Purchase 2 entees for the price
of the higher priced entree.
with this coupon

•
L:
db •

a _________________________________ 1

*excluding Lobster & Jumbo Shrimp Entrees.
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TWO REPUBLICAN PARTIES
Continued from front page
Appearing in February:

CURT BESSETTE

Drafting Robin Lambert

Singer/songwnter
featuring songs
from his new
release "Harbor"

State Republican leaders handpicked Robin Lambert to run
for the District 30 seat left vacant when three-tenn Democrat
Tom Andrews decided to run for the U.s. Congress.
State Republican leaders saw winning any seat in Portland,
where Democrat voters outnumber Republican voters by a ratio
of 2-to-l, as an uphill battle. And in District 30, that hill was
even steeper: voters had for the last three elections chosen
Andrews, who leans even farther to th~ left than most Portland
lawmakers.
But in Lambert - an outspoken gay rights activist and
supporter of a woman's right to choose an abortion, as well as a
past president of both the Maine Health Foundation and the
Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry's human resources
organization - state party leaders saw a candidate who amid
appeal to local independents as well as steal some Democratic
votes.
"Our candidate is a liberal-moderate Republican in liberal
Portland," stated a memo circulated among state GOP leaders,
" ... whom we think could give the Democrat a real scare."
Lambert, 40, was reluctant to run at first. Although he was
hardly a nev.:comer to politics, he had never run for office. An
open homosexual, he feared his "name would get dragged
through the mud." He was particularly concerned about how a
dirty campaign would impact his daughter, 14, who lives with
his ex-wife.
Not long after he decided to run, Lambert was taking care of
some candidacy paperwork at Portland City Hall when he was
stopped by a man in his 30s whom he'd never seen before. "We
aren't going to have any faggots representing the Republican
party running for senate," the man said.
'1 had this empty feeling in my stomach," Lambert recalled.
"I'm not ashamed of who I am but I didn't know if I was ready
to be involved in a campaign that reached down to that leve!,"
he said_ "I'm happy to tell people who I am but that was not
why I was running."
Lambert considered pulling out after the incident.
But after Gov. John McKernan, Senate Minority Leader
Charlie Webster and other Republican big shots pleaded with
him to continue, Lambert stepped into the race.

Beginning 216
Wed 8-11pm

Thurs 8pm-midnlght
Fri 5-7pm, 9pm-mldnight
Sat 8pm-midnight

P

OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
157 High Street. Portland
775-5411

Community
Cable Network
. . . 012/15/91

CCN's 51h Anniversary
Celebralion: (1 hr)
Health Views:
Doctors in Training Part I
(1 hr)
People Helping People:
Spurwink School &
Alpha One(1 hr)
USM Closeups:
Food Services &
Public Safety (1/2 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon,
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Family values and dirty tactics

This Valentine's ...
Give
Someone
You Love

a Dream
Catcher
Good dre,,_
slip through
to the
sleeper but
b"d dr." ms
t"ngle
and perish
in the web.
Oneofa
kind gift to
cherish alw"ys
price $22.

But arch conservative Carolyn Cosby, chairwoman of the
Portland Republican Committee, wanted no part of Lambert's
candidacy_ Together with Paul Volle, who chairs the county
committee, she conspired against the state leaders' candidate.
Cosby and Volle arrived on the political scene in 1988. Both
were drawn into the Republican Party when Pat Robertson, the
right-wing televangelist from Virginia, ran for the Republican
presidential nomination_ Robertson didn't make much of a
showing, but Cosby, Volle and others drawn into the political
arena by his candidacy have berome well-organized and

politically savvy. Republican moderates, who had controlled
the city and county committees for decades, were almost
completely replaced by ultraconservatives.
And Lambert's progressive agenda hardly seemed proper to
the conservatives.
So Cosby drafted Karen Evans, an advocate for the homeless
in Portland, to run against Lambert in the primary. Evans said
that Cosby chose her because she opposes abortion and gay
rights. Evans certainly wasn't chosen because of her political
experience (she had none), or her party loyalty <she wasn't a
registered Republican when Cosby sought her out). Cosby's
drafting of Evans was done against the wishes of state GOP
leaders, who saw a much stronger candidate in Lambert and
didn't even acknowledge Evans' candidacy.
But even without state leaders' help, Evans' campaign got a
boost when someone sympathetic to the conservative local
Republicans launched an attack on Lambert in the final hours of
the June primary. On Monday, June 11, the day before the
primary election, an estimated 4,000 pamphlets were mailed to
District 30 Republicans. They read: "On Tuesday, June 12, it is
very important that you go to the polls and vote against Mr.
"Robin" Lambert, unless you want to be represented by a socalled 'gay.'"
Lambert ended up losing the primary by less than 200 votes,
560 to 368. What is not calculable is how many voters were so
turned off by the smear that they stayed away from the polls.
The pamphlet said it was paid for by "Concerned Republicans of Greater Portland." But because it did not identify a
particular person or organization, it was in violation of state
election laws.
Then a man named Mike Quinn (not the same one who
writes for CBW), who described himself as candidate Karen
Evans' "boyfriend," said he was stopped by Cosby while he
was doing last-minute campaigning for Evans a few days before
the June primary. According to Quinn, Cosby instructed him
not to bother doing last-minute campaigning for Evans because
a pamphlet labeling Lambert a homosexual would be mailed
soon and ensure her victory in the race.

Looking for the smoking gun
'1t's simply a matter of finding the smoking gun," said Tony
Payne, Lambert's campaign manager, who registered a complaint with the Commission on Governmental Ethics and
Election in Augusta. The injury to Lambert opened up old
wounds for Payne, a moderate who had served as chainnan of
the Portland Republican Committee until he was defeated by
Volle in 1988.
After hearing Quinn's claim that Cosby knew about the flyer,
the ethics commission subpoenaed Cosby and Volle to testify
under oath. When Cosby and Volle showed up at a commission
hearing on Jan. 9, 1V, radio and newspaper reporters showed
up as well.
Paul McCann, who chairs the commission, stood to read a
statement before swearing in Cosby. But when McCann began
his statement, Cosby rose and began to speak over him. This
was a "habeas corpus court," Cosby declared. "I am the accused
and I would like to have my accusers brought before me. Who

6@6
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are my accusers!"
"Ma'am, ma'am, excuse me, please... " said the mild-mannered McCann, but fire-and-brimstone Cosby wouldn't stop.
She continued a rambling, frenzied monologue in which she
repeatedly referred to the hearing as a "habeas corpus court"
and insisted she be shown her accusers.
William Stokes, the assistant attorney general who advises
the commiSSion, managed to speak over Cosby: "Ms. Cosby, are
you prepared to answer questions under oath in front of this
commission? Yes or no?" Stokes repeated the same question no
less than 10 times, but Cosby never answered it.
"You're excused, Ms. Cosby," Stokes told her.
But Cosby continued her diatribe, prompting an investigator
from the attorney general's office to approach the table. "Excuse
me, Ms. Cosby, the commission has asked you to stop and
desist, and if you fail to do so I'll have to remove you from the
room."
"Is that your intention, sir?" asked Cosby.
"Unfortunately, it is."
Cosby continued to attack the commission while she was
being removed from the room.
Shortly after Cosby was removed, Volle was called to the
table. He, too, demanded to be shown his accusers and refused
to testify. And he, too, was excused_ In a hallway outside of the
hearing, reporters swanned around Volle, who called the
commission a "kangaroo court."
Also in the hallway was Robin Lambert, who had quietly
observed the theatrics.
"It's incredible that supposedly two leaders of the Republican party could blatantly ignore the legal subpoena to testify
before a state committee," said Lambert "And it's a shame that
the .R.epublicans of Maine have people like that in a leadership
position. I would strongly recommend that they both consider
resigning from their positions for the bettennent of the Republican Party of Maine because it's obviously a disgrace what
they've put on today."
A few days later something curious happened: Portland's
John Patrick Harrigan and his father, Bill Harrigan, confessed
that they were responsible for producing and mailing the flyer.
Then something even curiouser happened: less than three
weeks later, the Harrigans took back their confession.
Assistant Attorney General Stokes and the ethics commission
have shelved the investigation, which has exhausted its leads.
Stokes said the case "could be revisited" but there were no
"immediate plans" to do so.

expIres 2/29/90
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O'Meara, the newly elected chair of the state Republican
committee and a South Portland resident, said: "Many people in
the party are embarrassed about what's going on down here.
It's damaging to hundreds of Republican activists throughout
the state. All they read about is the controversy down here and
it has a demoralizing effect."
''There is a stigma of the Republican Party as the fundamental ultraconservative right, and that's hogwash," added Jay
Hibbard, a fonner chainnan of the Portland City Committee.
''The Democrats must be saying, 'This is great. Look at those
foolish Republicans - a bunch of out-of-touch, right-wing fanatics.'"
But Rick Barton, a Portland Democrat who chaired the state
Democratic committee from 1986 to 1989, said Democrats are
not enjoying the show. ''The funny business that the Republican
party is going through discredits both parties," said Barton. "It
adds to the politics-as-usual mentality that it's just a mess and
why would any honorable person want to be involved in
politics."
Lambert, Payne and others said they hope that moderate
Republicans will be able to regain control of the Portland and
Cumberland County committees by arriving in great numbers
when the party caucuses again during the presidential nominations earl y next year.
"I think this flap may have a beneficial outcome because it
may serve to energize some Republicans so they'll see the price
of democracy is eternal vigilance," said Peter Murray, a local
Republican who tried unsuccessfully to unseat Volle in November. 'Tm extremely hopeful that a lot of Republicans will stand
up and be counted and show the Republican party is a broadly
based political group."

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365
Call for a free brochure

12 WestbroOK Comnon
Westbrook, ME 04092

Gift certificates
always available.
visa/mc/amex welcome.

OLD POlU

c./'1RTISANS
FitJC Hatldcrafts
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SAT FEB 16
at 1:00 PM
Rodney Richards
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CRAFT

DEMONSTRATION
of Woodcarving
hand canring birds,
animals 1'/ christmas
ornaments

'i'

call for details
18 Exc!w-nge Street
Portland, ME

871·1090
Andy Newman is News Editor of Casco Bay Weekly.

Bill Harrigan

CBW/Andy Newman

In the weeks that followed, theatrics continued to upstage
the.issues that divided the GOP: first the Harrigans said they
mailed the flyer, then they said they didn't; most recently, a
state party meeting became a battleground for this factional
war.
But while the investigation hasn't rome much closer to
finding a culprit, it has shown that the local Republican leadership is neither representative of, nor highly regarded by, the
majority of Republicans.
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MacDonald said the stereotype of AIDS as a disease that only
affects gay. men is so strong that sometimes the possibility of
women bemg HIV -positive is rejected. "Many women are dead
~fore they are even diagnosed," said MacDonald, who would
hke to see more PWAs involved in ACT UP. MacDonald herself
is a newcomer to activism. She feels, however, that one of the
best ways for her to fight her disease is to feel powerful and
angry - and to express it.

Band-Aids

Terryle Bonelli and others chant AIDS awareness slogans at the ACT UP protest on Jan. 23.

POLITICS OF AIDS
Continued from front page

ACf UP's Jan. 23 protest began like many of the recent antiwar protests. In fact, at first glance, several onlookers mistook it
for a war protest. About 60 acti vists paraded down Congress
Street carrying homemade black coffins and signs that read:
"Stop Your Lies, Stop Your Hate, We Die While You Wait,"
"Jock McKernan, Rollin Ives, Stop Fucking With Our Lives" and
"Act Up. Fight Back, Fight AIDS." Once at Monument Square,
several gave impromptu speeches condemning atrocious
responses to the AIDS crisis by the state, the nation, the health
care system and health care professionals.
But after all who wanted to speak had spoken, the chanting
grew shrill and the protest turned toward the street. Flares were
lit - to symbolize ACf UP's claims that Gov. McKernan has
blown a "smoke screen" over the AIDS issue - and 10 people
moved onto Congress Street, where they lay down beside their
coffins. The 10 were then arrested by the Portland Police
Department, waiting nearby, and charged with obstructing a
public way.

The local protest was part of a national effort by ACT UP,
called the "Day of Desperation," and protests were held in
major cities across the nation.
The movement was founded in New York City in the spring
of 1987 after activist/playwright Larry Kramer exhorted a
Greenwich Village community group, "You could be dead in
less than five years! What are you going to do about it?"
ACf UP now boasts more than 40 chapters in the United
States and abroad, including Moscow and Berlin. The group's
literature defines it as a "diverse, non-partisan group of individuals united in anger and committed to direct action to end
the AIOS crisis."
A flyer distributed by the local ACT UP chapter listed seven
"reasons to be desperate," all of which concerned the lack of
medical treatment for people with AIDS, or PWAs, as they are
referred to within the AIDS community. The Day of Desperation actions focused on the need for an AIDS Resource Center in
Maine that was specifically designed to treat people with AIDS.
Many of the protesters had their own reasons to be desperate. Some had AIDS themselves, and say that their work in ACf
UP helps them to feel a sense of empowerment amidst a society
which would prefer to label them as victims. Others, who work
within AIDS service organizations, came to express their
frustration.

Toby Simon has also witnessed the problems with AIDS care
in Maine. For three years Simon has been immersed in AIDS
work, as a caseworker and 'PWA support-group facilitator for
The AIDS Project in Portland.
Simon, who helped organize ACT UP in Maine said her
involvement stems from her anger and frustration' over the
responses to the AIDS crisis from the government and the
nation's health care system. '1 had had it up to here with
everything," she said. "I was furious and I was depressed and I
was tired of watching a gay community and an AIDS community that accepted roles as victims.
"The level of care that people are getting is totally inadeq.uate," said Simon. An AIDS Resource Center is necessary, she
said, because not enough physicians in Maine will treat AIDS
patients and those patients must look to unprepared and
uncaring medical center clinics for treatment. "There are clinics
for all kinds of things," said Simon. "There are clinics for cancer
fo: d~a?etes, for heart disease ... and the fact that they won't
'
pnonnze AIDS... tells you how Maine looks at AIDS."
While she does not discount the work that she and others in
AIDS service organizations do, she says that their roles will
always be only as caretakers and "Band-Aids" in the AIDS
crisis. '1 feel what service organizations like The AIDS Project
have been reduced to doing is cleaning up this trail of blood
which the government has been leaving," she said.
Simon. said the lack of empowerment felt among the AIDS
commumty relates to a lack of "political sophistication" surrounding AIDS issues in Maine. That political naivete, said
Simon, is reflected in the gay community, in those who work in
AIDS service organizations and among people with AIDS.
Simon would like to see AIDS service organizations and
health care professionals take a more political stance, but said
their apolitical nature reflects the political climate of Maine.
"By the year 2000," said Simon, "there wi11 be 30 million
people infected with AIDS. So it's hard for me to see that there
will never be a need for ACT UP."

Noxious stimuli
In its attempt to effect change, ACf UP/Maine has chosen a
variety of targets. Governor John McKernan, Maine Christian
Civic League leader Jasper Wyman, several local insurance
companies and TV station WMTW have all been protested.
But in addition to these targets, ACT UP has also protested
some of the area's most dedicated AIDS profesSionals. Last
August, ACf UP /Maine accused Dr. Michael Bach, a prominent infectious diseases specialist in Portland, of "patient
dumping." ACT UP claimed Bach refused to care for AIDS
patients on Medicaid, in order to force them to go to the Maine
Medical Center clinic for care. ACT UP also claimed that Bach's
intention was to flood the clinic with AIDS patients, so the
hospital would be forced to acknowledge the need for an AIDS
Resource Center.
Bach is well-respected among AIDS service organizations
and even received an award honOring his work from The AIDS
Project in 1989. He said that he did not force any of his patients
to go to the clinic at Maine Medical Center, and that he no
longer sees AIDS patients with Medicaid because he can't
afford to provide so much free medical care. He also said that
many of his own patients were "outraged" at ACf UP because
of their protest of Bach.
Nonetheless, Bach commends ACT UP and most of their
actions. He said their attention-grabbing tactics are wellintentioned and effective, if not always aimed at the right
targets. "It (the protest) didn't bother me," said Bach, "because
ACT UP definitely has a use and that use is to highlight problems. They got media coverage and people saw what was going
on. People don't like noxious stimuli and ACT UP is a noxious
stimulus in our society."
"With an issue as charged and painful as AIDS, there are
bound to be different approaches to the same problems," says
Marjorie Love, executive director of The AIDS Project. Love was
present at ACT UP's Day Of Desperation action but looked on
silently from the sidelines.
Love's silence reflects the distance that ACT UP creates
between itself and those who fight AIDS in different manners.
"The world needs both (service organizations and radical
activism) approaches," said Love. "I'm not sure the public
always listens to people who are working quietly and cooperatively."

Toby Simon addresses
the crowd of protesters
In Monument Square.

Peter Karasopoulos is a freelance writer who lives in Portland.

Personal frustration

A "die-In" stops traffic at the Intersection of Congress and Elm streets.

Winnie MacDonald has lived many of ACf UP's "reasons to
be desperate." She was sick with HIV-related i11nesses for
almost two years before being diagnosed as being HIV-positive.
MacDonald was once an overachiever, racking up overtime
and promotions at her retail job in Washington, D.C. When her
health started to decline, MacDonald could no longer work and
was shuffled from hospital to hospital where she was repeatedly told by doctors that she had an "unidentifiable fever." She
moved back to Maine to be close to her family.
It was not until last winter that MacDonald learned she had
AIDS. She distinctly remembers the day. "I had just discovered
that my father had cancer and I had the bus ticket in my hand to
go up north to see my family," said MacDonald. "The nurse at
the clinic came in the room where I was waiting, threw two
AIDS brochures on the table and said, 'You're positive,' and
left. I was stunned. No counseling. Nothing. I didn't have the
slightest idea who to talk to or what to do."
Her frustrations did not end there. When MacDonald had
adverse reactions to the antiviral drug An, the doctor she was
referred to in Portland seemed to know less than she did about
AIDS. And she remains furious that it took so long for the
medical establishment to test her for AIDS. "Because I was a
straight female, no one ever thought to test me," she said. "No
one ever thought someone like me could have AIDS."

Police escort Hilary Foster to the paddy wagon.
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Greater Portland Is
a unique and beautiful area filled with all
sorts of Interesting
people - like you, for
Instance. We want to
know what you think
represents the best
(and wont) Portland
has to offer. In fact,
we want your opinion
so badly that we're
going to give away
some great stuff to
lucky readers chosen
at random - Just for
returning this ballot.

What great stuff? Two tickets to the Mad Horse Theater's production of
"Tent Meeting" (which will run from April 4-28), two tickets to ski
Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, a $30 gift certificate for Alberta's, a $30 gift
certificate for the Dry Dock and a $25 gift certificate for Conceits.
You don't have to have an opinion on everything listed below, and you
don't have to explain your choices. Feel free to tell us what you think;
written responses will be considered for publication, so it's okay to be
creative and opinionated. Attach extra sheets of paper for longer responses
if you like.
Try to keep your choices current and, above all, local. Do not refer to
places outside of southern Maine or events before January 1990, and please
do not nominate artists or personalities who do not live or work in Greater
Portland.
Mail/ fax/bring us your ballot by March 15. The results will be printed
in the March 28 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Good luck!

________________________________________________

Best advertising agency _________________________________________
Best radio dee jay ____________________________________________
Best local comedy act _______________________________________
~t media personality _______________________________________
Best radio station: classical ______________________________________
~t radio station: noncommercial ____________________________
~t radio station: rock ______________________________________
Best 1V hair _______________________________________________
Worst TV hair ____________________________________________
~t TV news blooper _________________________________________
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PORTLAND
BEST ART
~t~nter

~t

~t

~tartgrulery-------------------------------------------

Best art opffiing --------------------------------------------________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
~tactress

~tactor

~t

director ___________ _ __________________________

theatre company _______________________________________
Best theatrical production _______________________________________
Best fiction writer _______________________________________
~t

Best~ ------------------------------------------------

1

ALL ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER

CASE LOGIC CL-15

CD CLEANING KIT

CASSETIE CARRY CASE

BEST FOOD & DRINK

NAPA VALLEY S-12

V-120
VIDEO
CASSETTE
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MAXELL

Best breakfast joint ___________________________________________
Best dinner joint ___________________________________________
Best lunch joint ____________________________________________
Best vegetarian cuisine ______________________________________
Best ethnic food ________________ ___________________________
Bestnrixeddrinks ____________________________________________
Bestbread ________________~~--------~---------------Bestburger _____________________________________________
Bestchowder ____________________________________________
Best coffee ________________________________________________
_________________________________________
Bestmuffin __________________________________ _____
BestpUza _______________________________________________
__________________________________________
Bestsubs ________________________________________________
Bestbeer ________________________________________________
Bestdes~rt

HGX
T-120
HIGH
GRADE!

PLUS 1 FREE
CASSETIE

sculptor ________________________________________________
jeweler _______________________________________________

Best clothing designer _________________________________________

•••••••••••••••••

.99

photographer ___________________________________________
_________________________________________________

~tpotter

~t

9 29
•

PLUS 1 FREE
CASSETIE

10.99

Best~a~

5.89

~tdanceband

~treggaeband

Best~kband

Best weird band __________________________________________
Best symphony orchestra ____________________________________
Best local chamber music en~mble _______________________________
Best local vocalist __________________________________________
Best solo acoustic performer _____________________________________
Best local record ing studio ____________________________________
BEST PLACES

Bestbar ________________________________________________
Best bowling alley __________________________________________
Best building _____________________________________________
Worst building _____________________________________________
Best dance club ____________________________________________
Best morn and pop store _______________________________________
Best place for people watching __________________________________

VILLE, ME.
SHAW'S PLAZA

Bestpublicrestroom ----------------------------------------Best place to be ruone _________________________________________
Best place for a condom machine _________________________________
Best neighborhood to garbage-pick in ____________________________
Best place to be seen ____________________________________

Kennedy Memorial Drive, (207)873-4160

AUBURN, ME.
AUBURNDALE PLAZA

+1

Best place to find Significant others _________________________________
Best place to hear live music ____________________________________
Best place to take visitors _____________________________________
Best place to send tourists __________________________________

SO. PORTLAND, ME.
MALLSIDE SHOPPING

I, '

.
"

. ,

Best typo in a local publication _________________________________
Best graffiti ______________________________________________
BEST GOVERNMENT
~t

activist ____________________________________________

Best abuse of taxpayer's money _______________________________
Best city / town council member ____ ____________________________
~t Jock McKernan joke _______________________________________
~t state legislator __________________________________________
Best stupid political stunt _____________________________________
Most idiotic new law _ _ _ __________________________________
Worst polluter __________________________________________
BEST PEOPLE

Bestbartender _______________________________________________
Best waitperson ____________________________________________
Best cabbie ______________________________________________
Bestcop------------------------------------------------Best panhandler _____________________________________________
~t-dressed public figure _____________________________________
Worst-dres~

public figure ____________________________________

~tpersontopunchout ---------------------------------------

Best person to ignore _________________________________________
BEST STUFF
~t

antique store ___________________________________________

Bestautoreprur --------------------------------------------~tbaroershop --------------------------------------------

Best bicycle store ___________________________________________
Best clothing store: children's _______________________________
~t clothing store: men's ______________________________________
Best clothing store: women's _____________________________________
Best lingerie store __________________________________________
Best grocery store ____________________________________________
Best movie theater ____________________________________________
Best hair salon ___________________________________________
Best mu sical instrument store ___________________________________
Best record store ______________~___________________________
~t retail bookstore __________________________________________
Best thrift store ___________________________________________
Best used bookstore _________________________________________
~t video store ____________________________________________

BEST READER INFORMATION

Name ___________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________
zip __________________

Phone _________________________

Mail or drop off ballot to:

Best place to be treated like dirt __________________________________

Center St., Rte. 4, (207)782-5567

!

BEST MEDIA

BEST MUSIC

Best acoustic band _________________________________________
Best blues band ___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Bestgarageband ________________________________________
__________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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In the shadow of Porteous
With major Congress Street institutions fa-iling or fleeing on
an almost weekly basis, writing about downtown Portland has
become like writing obituaries. This week, of course, the honor
goes to Porteous, Mitchell & Braun, the Congress Street landmark
that has closed its doors after 85 years in downtown Portland.
Several local pundits have predicted that Porteous' passing close on the heels of Maine Savings Bank and the Evening Express, not far ahead of Blue Cross/Blue Shield and the Nickelodeon Cinema - will spell the death of downtown.
Don't buy it.
Porteous will be missed downtown, but new seedlings are
already sprouting in the fertile soil left untended by this giant.
Beneath a rabbit warren of artists~ studios, next door to and literally in the shadow of Porteous' mammoth Congress Street store, a
27-year-old Brunswick man has opened his first business.
Jack Buck worked in a mattress factory in his home state of
New York and installed carpeting throughout southern Maine
before he was able to roll out the carpet for his own store. The
place is still pretty bare-bones: just a phone, a small desk, a few
lighted signs in the window, and a few dozen of the futons and
mattresses he plans to sell.
"Everybody told me not to come here," said Jack. ''They told
me that Congress Street was dead. They said it was the worst

place I could be," he continued, grinning. Jack considered storefronts on Marginal Way, outer Forest Avenue and near the Maine
Mall before he chose this one. ''There's plenty of places for lease
out there, too," he added.
Jack doesn't have any romantic attachments to downtown.
He didn't grow up here, he doesn't live here. In fact, he said he'd
only been downtown a couple of times
before he came looking for a shop. His
reasons for moving downtown had
nothing to do with money from the Downtown Portland Corporation or the many activities of various downtown do-gooders.
''The way I see it," said Jack, "this is downtown Portland.
This is the largest city in Maine. They're not going to let it go. The
buildings here are real nice ... The rent is cheap and there are
always people walking by. That's all," said Jack, leaning back in
his chair and watching people stroll along a sunny Congress
Street. "I'm not a superhero or anything."
Jack isn't a superhero. Nor is he Porteous. He will never sell
everything that Porteous did - just bedding. Nor does he employ
as many people as Porteous did - just himself, so far. But Jack's
little store is living proof that downtown Portland doesn't need
superheros - or superdevelopments.
All we need is a street full of folks like Jack.

"K takes my heart right out - I loved the place," said Violet Corson about the closing
of Porteous, Mitchell" Braun. The 85-year-old department store on Congress Street
closed Its doors for the last time at 5:30 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 9.

Juice box blitz hits Augusta
• By Donald Maurice Kreis
If you ground up lobbyist-consultants Rick
Barton and Tony Payne into eenie weenie little
pieces, and then compressed those little particles
into neat rectangular blocks suitable for use in
constructing condominiums, would you call that
recycling?
That ugly thought comes to mind in anticipation
of something even uglier - the prospect of two big
multinational corporations seeking to grind the
Maine Legislature into tiny particles so those twin
titans of capitalism can get their banned product
back on the state's supermarket shelves.
Juice boxes - the ultimate in me-first decadent
consumerism so ubiquitous everywhere but Mainehave been off our shelves by state law for well over
a year now. The republic has not fallen. School kids
have not staged massive truancy revolts because
they have to carry recyclable bottles, cans, or (gasp!)
reusable Thermos bottles with their lunches. The
beverage industry is still happily peddling its brews
and potions from here to Eagle Lake. But Maine is
the only state in the union to ban juice boxes, known
in the trade as aseptic packaging. And the aseptic
packaging business lives in anguished fear that as
Maine goes, so goes the nation.
The problem is that juice boxes can't be recycled,
and every unrecyclable juice box sold means one
less reusable container on the market. Juice boxes
are a fusion of paper, metal, and plastic - the very
essence of a needlessly complicated solution to a
simple problem.
Last year the two European companies that make
juice boxes fused themselves into the Aseptic
Packaging Council and laid siege to the Legislature's

Energy and Natural Resources Committee, claiming
that Maine had it all wrong about their product. The
juice boxers paid Yarmouth recycler Bill Ginn to
grind up a pile of juice boxes, dump the masticated
chunks in pig manure, and show the lawmakers the
results: a jar of pig manure with little pieces of
plastic and metal in it. Ginn called that recycling.
The legislators snickered, and the juice box ban
endured.
Now it's 1991. The Aseptic Packaging Council has
turned its back on Ginn and his manure, but it has a
new word: "hydrapulping." Seems some outfit in
California has a method for separating the paper
from the metal and
plastic, and then
grinding up the
metal and plastic
into cute little bricks of "plastic lumber." Not much
of a market for that in Maine, but we can always
bum the plastic residue in one of our incinerators,
says the aseptic think tank. In the Orwellian world
of industry lobbying, that's what passes for recycling.
Taking an aluminum can or a glass bottle,
melting it down, and then turning it into another
aluminum can or glass bottle is recycling. Grinding
up a juice box and shipping the results off to MERC
is solid waste - with the emphasis on "waste."
Despi te the self-evident nature of these truths,
there is every indication the Aseptic Packaging
Council will prevail this time around. Evidence of
the council's determination: they're double-teaming
the lawmakers this year, having hired Democratic
consultant Rick Barton to pull the majority strings
and GOP politico Tony Payne to work his side of the
aisle. Between them, Barton and Payne can call in

Appalled by
Henderson
promotion

enough political favors to tum Katahdin into a time·
share condo and Disney theme park.
Worse, the driving force behind establishing the
juice box ban is out of the picture. As lobbyist for the
Natural Resources Council of Maine (NRCM),
Sharon Treat coaxed the ban through the Legislature
and defended it stalwartly last year. But, ironically,
Treat won't be around to do the same this year
because she got herself elected to the Maine House.
John Martin and the other guys who run the House
don't like outspoken, progressive women, so they
made dam sure to keep the Gardiner Democrat off
the Energy and Natural Resources Committee where
she could have kept an eye on the juice boxers and
other environmental evildoers.
The NRCM has other, more looming issues this
year - beating back the turnpike wideners chief
among them - and the burgeoning recession is fertile
ground for environmentally regressive legislation.
The Aseptic Packaging Council knows this all too
well, and won't mention that our throwaway culture
of "use it now and pay the consequences later" is
epitomized by juice boxes. The industry lobbyiSts
won't brag about how their product is made from
petroleum, and profligate use of petroleum is the
reason we're at war.
So write to Sen. Judy Kany, co-chair of the Energy
and Natural Resources Committee (State House
Station 2, Augusta 04333) and remind her yourself.
Remind her of the difference between something
that's recyclable - and something that's just garbage.

citizen

After 36 years of Ii ving in a
sexist society that systematically utilizes, subjugates and
discriminates against women,
as a means of control, I
believe I'm used to the fact
that rape is an acceptable
crime.
Well, I'm not. I found it
appalling that \he South
Portland City Council
promoted Ronald Henderson
after his indictment for
burglary, rape and assault.
Although your Newsbrief
(CBW 1/31/91) did not state
what he was convicted of, I
suspect he made a deal and
was given his 30 days. Yes,
once again aggreSSion against
a female has been rewarded
and downgraded to the term
"incident."
Perhaps Mr. Jerre R
Bryant would have thought
differently had his mother,
wife or daughter been Mr.
Herderson's victim. God help
the females that Mr.
Henderson has under him, no
pun intended, in his new
position.

• Donald Maurice Kreis is a law student who carries his
lunch to school in a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles lunch
box complete with a Thermos bottle for his cranberry juice.

~~~~
Karen A. Repasky
Portland
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aSSisting other city workers
as they proceeded to use a
snow making machine to
blow snow on the hill at
Payson Park.
At the bottom of the hill
was a large generator, which
I assume was used to produce this snow. As I entered
the park from Baxter Boulevard, I was cautioned by a
city worker to slow down in
order to cross over a ramp in
the road, obviousl y covering
hoses, wires, etc., which led
to this contraption. I was also
told the two side streets
coming into the park had
been temporarily closed in
the morning.
The weather forecast was
calling for snow that evening.

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:

Blowing snow
•

On Tuesday, Jan. 29, at
7:15 a.m. I saw, with amazement, some Portland Parks
and Recreation workers

Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

By Wednesday afternoon,
after a day of heavy rain, the
machine-made snow was
gone.
For what purpose was this
snow made?
Are we not in a recession?
Are there no hungry and
homeless people in Portland?
Something is wrong with
the City of Portland's priorities!!
P.S. Congratulations to the
Portland Police Department
on the purchase of their new
police cars.

'f\~~~..x 'LI;\....
Kathy Baker
South Portland

Patriotic
Jingoism
Since the war in the
Persian Gulf began, time and
time again the following is
heard: 'Tm against the war."
"I disagree with our going in
there." "We should have
given the sanctions more
time." "It's oil not patriotism." Then comes the punch
line: ''But now that we're in
there we should support our
troops."
The people in charge in
Washington realized there
would be a lot of opposition
if they started a war. They
had learned their Vietnam
lessons well ... the American
people opposing the
policymakers do make a
difference.
So they came up with a

I

seen

slogan, simple, brilliant and
as it turned out, very effective: "But now that we're in
there we should support our
troops." It was let loose on
the wind, and like magic was
soon on everybody'S lips. For
good measure they threw in a
whole lot of jingOism about
patriotism.
Thinking people everywhere should stand up and
speak out. We are not antiAmerican, we are anti-war.

• By Tonee Harbert

away?
Most of all, why is such a
nitwitted idiot like Saddam
running iraq, anyway? To me
he's a cruel, conniving scum
bucket, and I hope to God he
doesn't plan to keep on
ruling Iraq' cause that would
really tick me off.

~f !:uk&(;
Richard J. Wilcox
Portland

~!3~{!,
Fay Bussell
Portland

Why does a
nitwit run Iraq?
I must say that I am not
the least bit happy with
what's going on in the
Persian Gulf. While we're
home watching it on the TV
or hearing it on the radio,
there are teenage soldiers out
there who are living in total
hell.
Over what? Oil?
Let me ask you this: Is it
worth a life just so we can be
able to keep our transportation system going? There are
things we can do instead of
fighting. Just look around ...
Are we going to worry about
our measly oil while there are
people out there who don't
even have a place to lay their
heads or a single crumb in
their stomachs? Now, come
on. Was America made so
that people can just fade

~I
,.

Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be received In
writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to: Ellen L1burt,
Casco Bay Weekly, SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
attend this event - or live in
a cave.) Admission is free.
For more information, call
775-3052.

• Big blast from the hysterical past: The Mamas and the
Papas, quintessential hippie
rockers and vocal stylists
from way back when, bring
their historical/hysterical
show to Raoul's Roadside
Attraction (865 Forest Ave.,
Portland) for two big, big
shows tonight at 6 and 9
p.m. Tickets are $10 at the
door. For more information,
call 775-2494.
• Sitting down? Good.
Here's a terrible shock: It's a
small world, and there's lots
of different people on it. If
you can handle that kind of
information, you should
come to "Multiculturism as
a Mainstream Value," a
panel discussion at Portland
School of Art's Baxter
Building (619 Congress St.,
Portland) this evening at 7
p.m. (If you can't handle
this kind of information,
you should most definitely

• Progressive folk phenomenon Bill Morrissey appears
this evening at 8 p.m. at
USM/Portland's Luther
Bonney Auditorium.
Morrissey writes very fine,
very thoughtful tunes and
plays guitar with a sort of
refined grit. Local country /
bluesman Dave Beam will
open for Morrissey - which
is good news for all concerned. Beam swings.
Admission is $8 in advance,
$10 at the door. For more
information, call 773-9549.
• Fleet feet feat fete: Ram
Island Dance presents "Of
My Persuasion," a solo
dance collection representing 10 years of work by
dancer/choreographer
Brian Crabtree, today and
tomorrow at 7 p.m. at Ram

It,I,,',·., II", 1"'111 10/1('., fin
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• great music
• great grub
• great wine

• 7/14

Bill Street Quartet

PROGRESSIVE TO INDUSTRIAL
A REFUGE FROM TOP 40

wi Ben Street (bas.),
Boston's hottest drummer,
Matt Wil.on, and Boston
piano legend, Frank Carlberg

.2/15 & 2116

The Steve Grover
Ensemble
-2/17

P.M. TO 1 A.M. EVERY THURSDAY
DIS CDUtIT with CDL LEG E I.
VIoI[R[NOUSEDIIIIC[CLUI

eWEM FR£(

NO I.D . UQUllfD

29 FOHSl AV!. POIITLAHO 114·9110

• If you have a sharp knife
and an eye for detail, you'll
probably enjoy "Woodcarving," a craft demonstration
presented by Old Port
Artisans today at 1 p.m.
Rodney Richards of Maine
Woods Whittling will show
you how he carves birds,
animals and Christmas
ornaments by hand, without carving off his fingersor anyway, not many, and
not often. (Old Port Artisans
will be offering free craft
demonstrations through the
end of March. See Etc
listings for further events,
dates and times.) Old Port
Artisans are located at 18
Exchange St., Portland. For
more information, call 8711090.
• Fashion extra: The St.
Vincent DePaul Thrift Shop
(305 Congress St., Portland)
announces a Winter Clearance Sale starting at 10 a.m.
and ending at 2 p.m.
Proceeds from this sale will
benefit St. Vincent DePaul
Soup Kitchen - and your
wardrobe, of course!
Regular hours are Mon-Fri,
from 1-3 p.m. For more
information, call 772-1113.
• Party with the pres:
There's nothing like a
contradance for breaking
the ice and getting to know

the neighbors. Well, you're
in luck, friends; there's a
contradance with Ellen and
the Sea Slugs at the Community House, Temple St.,
Kennebunkport (across
from the post office) - just a
little way from the not-sowhitehouse. The dance
starts at 7:30 p.m., and
everyone is invited:
George and
Barbara,
Sandinistas,
everyone.
Admission is $4
for adults; kids
get in free. For
more information,
call 324-5996 or 9674452.
• Look here, friends and
neighbors: The Kopterz, the
legendary and reclusive
Portland rock 'n' roll band
that peeps out at us from
the shadows now and then,
will see the bright lights
One More Time in DeNans,
Inc. (133 Free St.) tonight at
about 9 p.m. No cover! Do
it. For more information,
call 774-4273.

tJ'i,-!!

• laGuardia on the air:

, ft

t

Open Jazz Jam
-2/21

Call for Info
20 danforth at .• 772-8114

LOVE
AN EVENING OF

POETRY
Martin Steingesser
Betsy Sholl
Stuart Kestenbaum

H.ifHcVVI£
THEATRE COMPANY

presents

•

Thursday. Feb. 14,
at 7:30 p.m.

~~.
' Fiorellois mostly
laGuardia

remembered as
V
the man who let
airplanes land
.
in his back
,
yard. But
during his third
,. term as mayor
of New York
City, LaGuardia
made a name for himself
as a radio personality with a
weekly program on WNYc.
The program was an eclectic
radio grab bag featuring
everything from pork pie
recipes to interpretive
readings of the Sunday
comics. Take in a bit of
history tonight at 7 p.m. as
WMEAFM 90.1,
Portland,
presents
"laGuardia,
the Dreamer
and the
Doer." Re- ..
member: tube
dio on. Contact.

• Visions of cotton: The
Portland Museum of Art
presents "Of Time and
Place: Walker Evans and
William Christenberry," a
juxtaposition of photographs taken by both
photographers in Hale
County, Alabama, over a
SO-year period. Says right
here: "The exhibit is a
stunningly documented example of
an
economic and
It's 1991. Do you know where your parents are?
social
structure that
See Thursday, Feb. 14.
endured in the
South for generations." Yes, indeed.
For more information, call 773-2787.

cafe no
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Island's Dance Studio 1
(25A Forest Ave., Portland.)
Tickets are $7. For more
information, call 773-2562.

1j

• Deep drumming: Kodo, a
percussion/ dance/ athletic
company / ensemble/ group,
brings their stirring, breathtaking, astounding, adjective-defying show to City
Hall Auditorium (30 Myrtle
St., Portland), tonight at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $25, $15
and $10; children 13 and
under are half price. For
more information, call 7728630.
• Fab photogs exhib: There
will be an opening reception
this evening from 5 to 7
p.m. at the Evans Gallery (7
Pleasant St., Portland) for a
group show - 20 photographers, many, many black
and white and color photographs - from the Depression era to the present. This

With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week .
I III

WEQI

BOOKSfORE

II

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
SUNDAYS 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

• Ice, ice baby: Bigelow
Laboratory for Ocean
Sciences announces the first
installment in its second
annual Ocean Sciences
lecture series: "Polar Sea
Ice: Deep Freeze Fountain of
Life." Spencer Apollonio,
former state Marine Resources commissioner, will
lay down the cold facts at 7
p.m. sharp in the Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission is
free. For further information, call 633-2173.

• Spring is a little far off
yet, and the legions of flyfishing folk, who have filled
the days since the end of
September tying #14 blue
duns and mooning over
their rod cases, are nearly
dead with boredom. Take
heart: L.L. Bean is hosting
an informative and entertaining event called "Fly
Fishing for Trou t: Argentine
Style," from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
tonight at the L.L. Bean
Casco Street Conference
Center (Casco Street, 1/2
mile south of the L.L. Bean
store. Signs will be posted
for persons unfamiliar with
tracking and map reading
techniques). Admission is

free. For more information,
call 865-4761 ext. 7800, or 18~341-4341,ext.7800.

until Feb. 16, when they will
cost $35. Best 'twere done
quickly! Dress is black tie
optional. To reserve tickets
and for more information,
call the JCC at 772-1959.
• The Casco Bay Movers
School of Jazz and Tap
Dance will host a
"AfroBrazilian
Dance
Workshop
from
'Congo to
Brazil,'"

"<:dll""-1

man who
would like t9
join the
sexual
revolution any
weekday
between the
p.m. Barney's "window of opportunity" is
necessarily limited by the
fact that his mother gets
home about that time.
Sound like a date? It's Neil
Simon's "Last of the Red
Hot Lovers," a presentation
of the Studio Theater of
Bath. The curtain rises
tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Curtis Little Theater at the
Chocolate Church (804
Washington St., Bath). See
Stage listings for further
times and performances.
For more information, call
442-8455.

• Alert: The Grand Event,
that grandest of grand
events, takes place tonight!
What is the Grand Event?
The Grand Event is a night
on the town including
dandng, a gourmet hors
d' oeuvres buffet, cocktail
hour, music, silent auction,
casino games, and a spectacular, not-so-silent auction
featuring $20,000 in merchandise and services. The
auction will be conducted
by Bruce Buxton, a professional auctioneer, fine arts
appraiser and all around
good guy. The Grand Event
is also the biggest benefit
ever for the Portland Jewish
Community Center, a nonreligious, non-profit agency
serving Greater Portland.
Note: tickets are $25 each

by the
extremely gifted
Carol Dowd and the
JUIIi1)~t:.'lJIU::;.ly talented Nego
Gato. Learn about African-Brazilian culture
and its influence on
the music, song,
dance and
religion of
Bahia
Brazil. The
workshop
runs from
11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. today
and is open to
all levels of
dancers. The
Casco Bay
Movers Dance ~=
Studio is
located at 341
Cumberland
Ave., Portland. The cost
is $9. There
will also be a
family class
for all ages
from 1:30 to 3
p.m. Admission to the
family
workshop is
$9 for adults
and $4 for
children. For
reservations
and more
information,
call 871-1013.

CJIDf.

a comic, upside down
look at loss and hope

Feb. 7 - Mar. 3

797 -3338
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Welcome to

Pr\O~LL'll :
TOPSY-TURVY WORLD

Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

Open Every Nighr Bur
Monday. Also Breakfasr,
Lunch & Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street

773·8223
'--...;...;.....;......;;....;....;;;.....;.-_.... . . L-:..-_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _---'

Have an adjective you
can spare for these
guys? See Tuesday,
Feb. 19.

: I~

• CHANGE

:. $6

:

• Strawberries,
So. Portland
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•

• Quality Paperback Books

• Parker's Family Restaurant, Allen's
Comer, Portland

Ms./Mr. average auto owner person: Do you yearn
for the thrill of Victory? Imagine this: the Cumberland
Motor Club Is sponsoring a 7S-mlle TSD (T1me-SpeedDistance) auto rally on Feb. 23. You could be In It. You
could win It!
To do this, you must attend the registration and rally
school at 2 p.m. at the Gray Plaza, routes 100 51: 26,
Gray. Bring a little money; fees are S12 for
Cumberland Motor Club members and S17 for all
others. Entrants must be at least 18 years old or have
parental permission. Bring your operator's license,
vehicle registration and proof of Insurance.
First-class cars hit the road at 3 p.m. sharp_ (First
class drivers shouldn't be daunted by mere hardware!
C'mon, drive the old Toyota.) For more Information,
call Patrick O'Regan at 729-S036 on weekends or Gary
Webb from 6-10 p.m. at 1-800-287-3SS0.

• OIL & FILTER

• Public Cable, Portland

• Chilton's, Scarborough 6t Freeport

Cheap thrill: really rally

•....................

(Excep' Mond.y)

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E

~

exhibit
will be
showing
through
March
23 and
features
the work of
such luminaries
as Todd Webb, Eliot Porter,
Jeff Becom and Tony
Harbert. (See Art/ Around
Town listings for other
shows and gallery hours.)
For more information, call
879-0042.
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on III Fan! •
lulomobil8S. Trucks slightly more . •
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~ BR=CK

i

• Call
157 Pleasant St, Brunswick
• for an
Dedicated to Service Excellence
offer good with coupon
• appointment

•

725-5555

•
Expires •

Feb. 23, 1991 . •
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Awakenings A man (Robert De Niro)
awakes from a 3O-year coma and his
doctor (Robin Williams) helps him meet
this brave new world.
Dance. With Wol_ Kevin Costner's
epic revives the Western from a Native

Entertainment

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows

Since 1976_
We carry supplies and glass
for tbe stained glass artisan.

II"lml'J

630 Porest Avenue
Portland, ME

• Canlinrad from lO-day CALENDAR

77-1-4154

WHAT'S WHERE
Nails by Mary

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751
First, third and fourth
shows only Mon-Fri
All shows Sat-Sun
Silence of the IAmbs (R)
1:15,4:30, 7:40 (Feb 14 only)
12:15,3:35,7,9:40 (from Feb 15)
Not WIthout My o.ught... (PG)
1:15,3:50,7:40, 10
(through Feb 14)
Awakening_ (PG)
12:15, 3:35, 7,9:40
(through Feb 14)
1:15,4,7:25, 10 (from Feb 15)
L_A. story (PG 13)
12:45, 4, 7:25, 9:50
(through Feb 14)
12:45, 4:30, 7;40, 9:5O
(from Feb 15)
Dane. . WIth Wolv. . (PG 13)
12, 3:25, 6:50
Never Ending story II (PG)
I, 4 :15, 7:35, 9:55
Allee (PG 13)
12:30, 3:45. 7:10, 9:45

introduces INDULGENCES

Ow n e r of two successful Connecticut salons.
,t \.
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A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced
in conventional medicine.

Disco"

/a1>zil:

'If/a,.

1es Or 'h
serv,o
C/ l are

QPell?'. ng in
'lon~

Slo,.1>z.

Kathie D_ McGonagle, LPN, ~CM-::;'r~~~::Jj
Therapeuttc Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

General Cinemas
DR. HAUSCHKA
SKIN CARE CENTER

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

$5.00 Off e>tpires 2128/91

W

THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South Portland
774-1022
Oodfather III (R)
1,4:15,7:45 (through Feb 14)
Kindergarten Cop (PG)
1:30,4,7,9:30 (through Feb 14)
9:50 only (from Feb 15)
King Ralph (PG)
1,3:15,5:20, 7:35,9:40
(from Feb 15)
Nothing But Trouble (PG 13)
1,3:05,5:15,7:20,9:25
(from Feb 15)
Oreen Card (PG 13)
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30
Once Around (R)
1:30,4,7.9:30
Hamlet (PG)
1:15, 4:05, 7, 9:50
White Fang (PG)
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3,5:20,7:40,10

Experience a
Unique Skin Care Treatment
A Ritual That Refreshes
• herbal steam
• hot and cold compresses
with essential oils
• mask prepared specially
for your ski n type
• lymphatic stimulation
BY APPOINTMENT 773-0021

20% Off All, JEWELRY
lao

Sterling SiJveroGemstone earingslao Maine Moose and
Spruce Watches-lao SjJeciaIJy Handmadejewelrylao

NEW & USED
RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

10 Exchange St, Portland
Double feature:
Feb 13-16
On Valentin. . Day
Wed-Sat 7; Sat Mall
11118
Wed-Sat 9; Sat Mat 3
Living On Tokyo TIme
Feb 17-19
The World WIthin
Feb 20-24

ONE DAY
USED
RECORD
SALE
I=EB 20

Portland Museum of Art
Seven Congress Square
Portland
775-6148
Smll.. of a Summer Night
Feb 14
7pm

•••
••
$6 per 15 minutes

'i
Highest quality, lowest price

828-4040

SILVER
SCREEN

Allee Woody Allen's new film Slarls out
snappy, winds up sappy. A decade too
late, the Woodman rails against yuppie
materialism as Mia Farrow. a rich,mousy
housewife, meets a mysterious Chinese
herbalist (the late Kaye luke), falls In
Iovewithajazz rrosician (Joe Mantegna)
and finds her spiritual self. h's all just too
precious for words. The time has come
to demand a moratorium on all movie
references to Alice in Wonderland (and
••• _ D!lr9'fy t~!or ~t.fl!B!tl!"): " • j:. -' •
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Heart of darkness
There's a scene in "Silence of the Lambs" in which FBI agent
Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster) goes to the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington for some scientific information. It's no coincidence
that the camera focuses on the looming skeletons of dinosaurs as
she walks through the darkened museum, for this movie is about
today's coldblooded reptilian predator - the serial killer, who
murders strangers for bizarre motives known only to himself.
Like a paleontolOgist, director Jonathan Demme approaches his
subject with scientific precision, using all his considerable skills to
create a riveting and absolutely terrifying thriller.
Demme is best known for such lighthearted films as "Melvin
and Howard," "Married to the Mob" and "Something Wild." (He
also directed one of the best concert movies ever made, the
Talking Heads' "Stop Making Sense.") But in "Something Wild,"
Demme made audiences uneasy by spinning his road comedy
into thriller territory, using the character played by Ray Liotta to
portray the raging violence that lurks just below the surface or
just around the corner.
In his new mOvie, Demme plunges even deeper into the heart
of darkness.
Ted Tally's screenplay is entirely faithful to the bestselling
novel by Thomas Harris (whose first book about serial killers,
"Red Dragon," was made into a decent movie, "Manhunter,"
directed by Michael Mann of "Miami Vice" fame). Unlike most
other novelists who deal with
this sensational subject
matter, Harris combines solid
research along with the
suspense, providing voluminous information Qn current investigative techniques used to track down serial killers. In both novels,
Harris also gives us one of the most fiendish fictional characters
since Prof. Moriarty - Dr. Hannibal Lecter, the criminally insane
psychiatrist known as "Hannibal the Cannibal."
In "Silence of the Lambs," Leeter is played by Anthony
Hopkins as a suave, scholarly connoisseur, whose icy blue eyes
light up at the prospect of probing someone's innennost fears or
munching on some part of their anatomy. He's being kept in a
high security prison that seems part dungeon, part zoo. When
he's moved to another location, he's forced to wear a grotesque
facial restraint that makes him look like the Man in the Iron Mask.
In fact, the medieval methods used on Dr. Leeter can be seen as an
indictment of how backward our treatment of the mentally ill
remains. We realize Leeter is a monster, yet we somehow sympathize with him, At one point in the film, we almost root for him.
Jodie Foster has matured into one of our best actresses. She's
entirely believable as Starling, the bright, southern FBI trainee
whose background in behavioral science brings her face to face
with Dr. Leeter. Her boss (Scott Glenn) is tracking another serial
killer, called "Buffalo Bill" for his habit of skinning his victims,
and uses Starling to consult with the imprisoned psychiatrist.
Starling's and Leeter's Socratic dialogue - he is the teacher, she his
willing pupil - becomes the centerpiece of the film. The relationship between the young woman and the psychopathic genius
evolves into a curious mutual respect.
MeanWhile, the hunt for Buffalo Bill continues across the
South and Midwest as a woman is kidnapped and another body
turns up. In these as in other scenes of violence, Demme does not
flinch from showing us the physical horrors of this type of crime,
although he doesn't dwell on gore. But even in the quickest of
edits, Demme's images of violence have a powerful realism - they
look as authentic as police crime photos. Even the dialogue has
this disturbingly realistic effect, as the FBI agents coolly discuss
each murder in clinical detail, trying to fathom the workings of
the killer's mind.
Like Martin Scorsese, Demme gives the audience a coldly
objective view of events while simultaneously plunging us deep
inside them.
Demme is an actor's director, who draws powerful performances from even the smallest roles. Among the supporting cast
here are Anthony Heald as a narcissistic doctor, Ted Levine as
Buffalo Bill, whose eerie solo dance before a camcorder is both a
pitiful parody of a rock star and a scary ritual, cult movie director
Roger Connan as the FBI director and rock star Chris Isaak as a
SW AT team leader.
"Silence of the Lambs" is great movie entertainment, in the
sense that you're totally caught up by it. It's definitely not for the
sensitive viewer, but its dark images of human aberration will
haunt audiences long after they've left the theater.

movie

The Movies

422 Fore Street, Old Port'" 761-5690'" 11-5:30 Wed.-Sal, 12-5 Sun.

Jodie Foster Is menaced by Anthony Hopkins In
"Silence of the Lambs."

Peter Wey/
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American perspective. BeautifuUyfilmed.
with
a stirring narrative, even ilthe issues
are somewhat oversimplified. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast.
The Godfather, Part III A tired sequel to
thegreatGodfatherflicks. with AI Pacino
as a soul-dead don, Andy Garcia as the
illegitimate heir to the Malia mantle and
an astonishingly bad Sofia Coppola (the
director's daughter) as Michael's
daughter.
Gr"n Card A Frenchman marries an
American expressly for the purpose of
obtaining a ·green card- from immigration. With Gerard Depardieu and Andie
McDowell.
The Grifters Tough-as-nails Ihriller about
three small-time criminals in California.
Anjeica Houston is outstanding as a
hardened mob cookie. John Cusack
plays her con-artist son and Annelle
Bening blisters the screen as a dangerous made-for-sin childlwoman.
Haml~t Mel Gibson is not a great Dane,
but acquits himself honorably in the role
of Shakespeare's tragic prince. Directed
by Franco Zellirelli. with Alan Bates, Ian
Holm, Paul Scofield, Helena BonhamCarter and Glenn Close.
Home Alone The sleeper hit of the season. full of cartoon violence set against a
Christmas backdrop. With Joe Pesci and
Daniel Stern.
Kindergarten
Cop
Arnold
Schwarzenegger is a cop who goes
undercover as a kindergarten teacher for about 20 minutes. Beware of any film
that is released still bearing its inilial
concept tag .
King Ralph An average American guy.
played by John Goodman, Rosanne's
TV hubby, inherits a throne in some
European kingdom and has a hard lime
mixing with continental sophisticates.
L.A. story ATV weatherman (Steve Marlin) loses his job only to come under the
influence of a highway sign that flashes
mystically. With Victoria Tennant, Sarah
Jessica Parker and Marilu Henner.
Living On Tokyo Time A Japanese
woman marries a Nisei musician in order
to receivea"greencard-from U.S. immigration. Sound familiar? See above. With
Minako Ohashi and Ken Nakagawa
Directed by Steven Okazaki.
The Never Ending story 11 A boy returns
to hiS pals in Fantasia - where have I
heard that one before? - and has many
adventures with oversized, stuffed animals of various descriptions.
11118 Horton Foote's chronide of the influenza epidemic that killed more Americans than WW I. Directed by Ken
Harrison, with Mathew Broderick, Hallie
Foote and William Converse-Roberts.
Nothing ButTrouble Chevy Chase, Dan
Akroyd, John Candy, Derni Moore star in
a more-or-less generic haunted house
comedy a Ia the Three Stooges or Abbot
and Costello. Candy appears in drag : a
must·see?
Not Without My DaUSlhter Sally Field
plays an American woman who finds
herself and her 5-year-old daughter
prisoners in Tehran in the middle 01 the
Iran· Iraq war. WHh Alfred Molina and
Sheila Rosenthal.
Once Around Romantic comedy staning
Holly Hunter and Richard Dreyfus. A
hard-headed Bostonian (Holly Hunter)
marries an overbearing salesman (R~
chard Dreyfus), much to her family's
chagrin.
On Valentine'. Day A newlywed couple
honeymoons in a peculiar boarding
house lor even more peculiar people.
Directed by Ken Harrison, wilh Mathew
Broderick. Hallie Foote and William
Converse-Roberts.
Silence of the lambs With outstanding
performances from Jodie Foster as an
FBI agent and Anthony. Hopkins as a
criminally insane psychiatrist, director
Jonathan Demma ("Something Wild·)
creates a darkly disturbing movie about
serial killers. Demme gives the audience
a clear objective view of events while
simult~eouslY plunging us deep inside
them, and the overall effecl may be more
than some moviegoers can handle.
Nevertheless. irs a brilliant, scary piece
of entertainment.
Smiles of a Summer Night Ingmar
Bergman's enlightened boudoir farce.
the basis for Stephen Sondheim's "A
litlle Night Music.· With Ulia Jacobsson,
Gunnar Bjornstrand and Eva Dahlbeck.
White Fang Jack london's story of a boy
who befriends a wolf/dog critter in the
Alaskan wilde mess. With Ethan Hawke
and Klaus Maria Brandauer.
The World Within Adocumentary review
of Cari Jung's life and philosophy, Including interviews filmed in the '505,
Jung's home movies, his paintings and
passages from the diary of his dreams.
(Shown with the short Remembenng
Jung: laurence Van Der Post Discusses
Jung.)
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SUPER
PHARMACY
568 Congress SI. Portland' 773-7016

Bill street Quartet (jazz) Cafe No, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Open Mlc Night (yOU) Gritty McDuff's.
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739,
Zane Michael Raven (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501.
Flashback (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Moulton St, Portland 774'{)444.
Mama. and the Pap.. (rOCk) Raoul's.
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Wild Hearts (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Picken St. S. Portland. 767·4627 .
Tony Boffa Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Holel, Maine Mall Rd, S.
Portland. 775·6161 .

FRIDR~

----OWNEAST
• Presents:

AVID MALLETT
IN CONCERT

215
•

The steve Glover Ensemble (jazz) Cafe
No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Blue Roots (blues) Horseleathers, 193
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501.
TBA (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
Porfland.774-5246.
Flashback (rOCk) Old Port Tavem, 11
Mounon St, Portland. 774-0444.
AI Rapone and the Zydeeo Express
(CajunlZydeco) Raoul's, 865 ForestAve,
Porfland. 773-6886.
Wild Heart. (roc:k) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Peter Gleason (rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S.
Portland. 775-6161.

SATURDAY 2.18
The steve Glover Ensemble (jazz) Cale
No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Blue Root. (blues) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501.
TBA (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St ,
PorUand.774-5246.
Flashback (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton SI, Portland. 774-0444.
Port City AlI.tars (rock) Raoul's. 865
Forest Ave. Portland 773-6886.
The Boneheads (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Straight lace (pop) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S.
Portland. 775-6161.

SUNOH11~ 2•17

Cafe No Jazz Jam, open jam session
with mythm section (byo jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Blue Root. (blues) Griny McDuffs. 396
Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Split 50 (roc:k) OIdPortTavem, 11 Moulton
St, PorUand. 774-0444.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St,
PorUend. 774-4200.
Sugar Minot (reggae) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End. 52
Wharf St. PorUand. 773'{)093.

Sun., March 10,1991 Augusta Civic Center
3:00pm - Concert
.
4:45pm - Dessert Buffet Reception
TICKET PRICES: Concert $10.00
Concert & Dessert Buffet Reception $15.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM:
• Augusta Civic Center 626-2400.
.
• Downeast Pharmacy Main Office 945-4161 Ann: TOfl] Lynn Noms
• All Downeast Pharmacy Locations
• Any Downcast Pharmacy Consultant Pharmacist

•

Proceeds Benefiting:
The Kenneth D. Robinson Scholarship Fund
For students intent on entering a long-term care profession.

SUGAR MIlYOT

SARAIIIIICKMAJy

raggae starl

hot new progressive folk artist

MONDAY 2.18
Monday Night at the Movie. (flick)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Pordand.
774-5246.
Spllt50(rock) OidPortTavem,11 Moulton
St, PorUand. 774'{)444.
Open Mlc Night with Randr Morabito
(you) Raoul's. 865 Foresl Ave, PorUand.
773-6886.
Open Mle with Ken Grimsley (acoustic)
Wharrs End, 52 Wharf St. Portland. 7730093.

TUESDAY 2.19
Darien Brahms (rock) Gritty McDufts,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
The Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mike Night with Peter Gleason
(you) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickell St,
S. Portland. 767-4627.
Solstice (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf
St, Portland. 773-()093.

WEDNESDAY 2.20
Acoustic Cla.le: Jim Gallant, D.J.
lAndry, Valerie Bennett (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, PorUand.
773-3501 .
• Canli7llU'd 071 pagt 20

Sunday februaIY 17

@ gYM

wI special 'guest Rockin' Vibration
tix $12

Thursday, February 21

@ 8rM

wi special guest Cliff Eberhardt
tix $6

2/14"" Mamas &The Papas -tlx $10
2/15'" AI Rapone & The Zydeco Express - tix $5
2/16 •• Port City Alistars - tlx $4
2/18 •• Open Mic Night - free admission
Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Dayl

I
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FebTUtlry 14, 1991
"My On. end Only" Portland Lyric The-

Suger Minot wHh Rockln Vibration
ater presents the musical featuring mu(reggae) 9 pm, at Raoul's Roadside Atsic by Gershwin ,Strike Up the Band:
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
"Funny Face" and ~S Wonderful) with
Tickets are $12. 773-6886.
book by Peter Stone. This show opens
Feb 15 and runs through March 3. Friday
and Saturday performances start at 8
pm and Sunday matinees at 2:30 pm.
For reservations, call the box office at
799-1421 or 799-6509 Mon-Fri, from 10 Portlend Symp'-1y Orc ....tra 2126191
(classica~ 7:45 pm, at Portland Cily Hall
am-2 pm, on Sundays from noon-2:30
pm. The theater is located at176 Sawyer
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Mahler's
St, S. Portland. For addilional informaSymphony No.5. Informal lecture on
program by Shimada on stage at 6:30
tion, call 799-6509.
pm for all ticket holders. Tickets are $1 0,
Myat.ry
Special VaI.ntln.'.
$16,$21,$25and$28.773-8191 .
Day Show: "Gun. and R_." Saturday nights, solve "Murder at the Cafe
Noir" over a gourmet dinner at Portland's
. D.,,'
Bac:helOl' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
only dinner theater, atTheBakar'sTable,
Market St, Por1land. 774-5246.
434 Fore St, Portland. For more informaThe Boneheeda (rock) Old Port Tavem,
0_ '- "':' .':
•
tion, call 883-1035.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
. .
.
"Nun.e,..," a musical comedy about
81ues Perty (blues review) Raoul's, 865
five nuns of the litUe Sisters Of Hoboken
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
(NJ), will be performed by the Portland
Players on Feb 17 in a performance
z.". Mlchaal Raven (acoustic) Wharfs
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
sponsored by the Greater Portland!
Archangel High School Exchange.
Tickets forthisperformanceare$13. For
tickets, caJ1761-0806 in PorUand; 8295474 In Cumberland; and 657-4338 in
Gray. The play will be performed at the
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
ThaxterTheatre, 420 Cottage Ad,South
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Satunlil3am. No
Por1Iand.
cover. 871-«163.
"Of My Persue.lon." 10 years of solo
Salut... 20 MilkSt, PorUand. Open nightly
dances by dancer/choreographer Brian
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Crabtree, Feb 15 & 16 at 7 pm. Ram Evans Gallery. 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
Opening Feb 19, from S,7 pm, for group
Island Dance Studio 1, 25A Forest Ave,
T-Bird's. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Frishow including works by 20 different
Portland. All tickets $7. Call Rarn Island
Sat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contemphotographers, black and white and
Dance for inlormation at 773-2562.
poraries.773-8040.
color, from the Depression era to the
Where house Dance Club. 29 Forest "Reckless" Mad Horse Theatre Company
present. Works by photographers inannounces the opening of Reckless, a
Ave, Portland. 874-9770.
cluding Todd Webb, Eliol Porter, Jeff
comic fantasy. The story begins the night
Zootz. 31 Forest St, Portland. Wed:
Becom and Tony Harbert. Showing
before Christmas in Aachael's middleProgressives. Thu: Jump. Fri: Postthrough March 23. Showing through Feb
class, suburban home where the chilModern - Chern Free; Sal: CUlling Edge
16: Black and while photographs by O.
dren are neslied and snug in their beds.
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.
Winston link, whose photographs of the
Along comes a :lil-man, and Rachael is
Norfolk & Western Rai/way document
chased out of her home into a dream,
the last years of steam locomotion and
where TV hosts, therapists. quadriplegive a vernacular portrait of rural
gics and terrorists rule the landscape.
American lile in the late 'SOs. Gallery
"Reckless" is a modern Alice in Wonhours: 10 am-6 pm, Tue-Fn; 11 am-4 pm
derland, a hilarious sendup of the chaos
Sat. 879-0042.
of modem life, in which we all struggle to
find hope and balance. Playing through The R.nal ....nc. Call.ry, 576 Congress St, Portland. Opening Feb 14,
March 3, Thursday, Friday & Saturday at
from S,9 pm, for Congo and Zeitgeist
8 pm, Sunday at7 pm. Tickets are $12$15. Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Foresl
galleries' "explosive new emerging artists.' Door prize, raffle and bean supper,
Ave, Portland. 797-3338.
with reception to follow althe Cave, 29.5
Forest Ave. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat,
11 :30 am-5:30 pm. 773-1964.
The "emen'. Club. 1 Exchange St,
PorUand. Filth AnnualValentine's Exhibit,
Act ...... end ectonl needed for exwith reception Feb 15, from 5-7 pm.
Authentic Meine HumOl' Maine humorperimental read-through of a new comArtists include Fred Lynch, Howard
ist and recording artist John McDonald
edy. For more information, call Julie at
Clifford, Vicki Gonshaw, Diane Wienke,
presents an evening with special guest
77S,3539.
Mark libby Jill Madore, Tanya Fletcher,
Gracie Cleaves and her Down East huJeff Harvie and Sarah Payson HIJchcock.
morfromawonnan's point of view. Benefit
772-7311 .
for the Maine Storytellers Festival. Feb
16, at 8 pm, at First Parish Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress St, Portland.
Donation for tickets: $6 In advance, $8 at
door. To reserve advance tickets, call
Alberta'.
21 Pleasant St, PortJand.
773-4909.
Kathleen Sweeney exhibits her work
through March 15. 77S,1514.
"Welt Untll Derk" Vintage Repertory
Company presents this classic thriller by
Ar.e Gall.ry. University of Southern
FrederickKnoll, on Feb22-23, and March
Maine's Portland Campus Center. Pho1-2 and 8-9. The performances include
tography exhibit , "The Devil's Music:
cocktails, dinner and show at The PortPortraits of the Blues: by Myron
land Club, 156 State St, Portland. The
Samuets. Myron Samuels, disc jockey
cost is $28.SO per person. For reservaon WMPG's "Finger Lickin' Good Blues,"
tions, call 773-7113 or 773-7857.
compi/ed this collection of black and
"lrme V.P." a two-actor, mulli-character
white photographs of black American
mystery spoof, will bIB presented byThe
blues players over a lS,year period.
Exhibit runs through March 1. Free and
Theater Project through Feb 17. Tickets
are $tO, $8 forseniorsand students. On
open to the publiC. Gallery hours: MonThursdays at 8 pm, and Sundays at 2
Fri, 7 am-l0 pm; Sat & Sun, 10 am-l0
pm. Tickets are two for $15. The theater
pm. 78t>-4090.
is located at 14 School St, Brunswick.
Berrldoff Gall....... 26 FreeSt, PorUand.
For more information, call 729-8584.
SelectionS by gallery artists, leaturing
"Ledy DIll' at Emerson'. Ber & Grill" Th. Mam. . end the Papa. (rock) Two
new work by Stuart Ross and Mark Haltof
by Lanie Robertson Portland Stage
anda selection 0119th- and 2Oth-century
shows, at 6 and 9 pm, at Raoul's RoadCompany presents a play about Billie
American art. Through February. Hours:
side Attraction, 865 ForestAve, Portland.
Holiday through Feb 24 at Portland
Mon-Fri, 10am-5 pm; Sat 12-4 pm. 772Tickets $10. 773-6886.
Perfonning Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, The Moxlemen (rock) 5-7 pm, in the ColSOll .
PorUand. Performances are Tue-Thu at
lege Room, at the USMIPortland Cam- Th. Bader Gallery, Portland School of
7:30 pm; Friat8; Sat at5and9; and Sun
Art, 6 t 9 Congress St, Portland. "Other
pus Center, Bedford St. Free. 874-6598 .
at 2. For ticket information, call 774Voices; Mediating between Ethnic Tra0465.
ditions and the Modernist Mainstream,"
"Lat of the Red Hot Lover." Studio
includes 35 works by artists of Afncan
Theater of Bath presents this vintage
American, Japanese American, CheroNeil Simon play aboul a 47-year-old man
kee, French-Cree Shoshone and Latino
who wants to join the sexual revolution Bill Morrl ••• Y(fok) 8 pm, at USM's Luther
heritages. On view through March 3.
before it passes him by. But Barney is a
Gallery hours are Tue-Sun 11 am-4 pm,
Bonney Aud~orium. Opening set by Dave
gentle, sober soul wilh a true-blue wife of
open till 9 pm on Thursdays. Free adBeam, a local countrylblues musician.
23 years and absolutely no experience
mission. Call 775-5152 for more inforAdmission is $8 In advance, $10 at the
in this revolution, so naturally his three
mation.
door. 773-9549.
allempts are doomed from the outset Dean V.I.ntga. Gall.ry. 60 Hampshire
especially as they have to be conducted
SI, Portland. Duane Paluska: an exhibit
between the hours of 3 and 5 pm in his
Of painted wall reliefs and sculpture,
mother's apartment. Feb 22, 23 and
through Feb 17. Gallery hours: Thu 12March 1-2 at 8 pm, and Feb 24 and
8 pm; Fri-Sat, 12-5 pm; Sun 12-4 pm; or
March 3 at 3 pm. At the Curtis LmJe UNH Feculty Five Plu. On. Oau) 7 pm,
by appt. 772-2042.
Theater at the Chocolate Church, 804
at New Meadows Inn, New Meadows Th. Jew.1I Gallery. 345 Fore St, PortWashington St, Bath. For more inforAd, Bath. Admission: Mid-coast Jau
land. Watercolors by Bill Jewell, Joseph
mation , call 442-8455.
Society members $5, non-members $7.
Cousins;oilsby Paul Black and Rebecca
72S,4226.
"Lov••" an evening of poeJry with Martin
Cuming; slained glass by Bert Weiss;
Steingesser, who teaches and performs
jewelry by Vicki Woodruff. Through
throughout the state in the Maine TourFebruary. Gallery hours; 11 am-5:30pm,
ing Artists and Artists-in-Residence
Mon-Sat. For further information, call
programsofthe Maine Arts Commission;
773-3334.
Betsy Sholl, winner of this year's Maine
Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore St,
Chapbook competition; and Stuart Kodo (Japanese drumming ensemble)
Portland. Featuring ceramic artists
7:30 pm, at Portland C~y Hall Auditorium.
Kestenbaum, director of the Haystack
JoeIlyn Rock. James Walral and Barbara
Equal parts percussion ensemble, dance
Mountain School 01 Crafts. Feb 14, at
Diduk. Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm; Sat lOamcompany and athletic group. Tickets are
7:30 pm, at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
6 pm. 77S,3822.
$25, $15and$10;chiidren 13 and under
Congress St, Portland. For more infor• Contin""d on page 22
are half price. 772-8630.
mation, call 761-3930.

Entertainment

FEBRUARY SALE now in progress

cer.'.

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law
General Practice of Law including:
• drug/criminal defense. personal injury
• personal and small business bankruptcy and reorganization

No Charge for
inilUll consultation

VISA .. Me

ACCEPTED

Evening & weekend
apJWintments available

50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTlAND MAINE 775-0028

•

'
/
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Get connected to Public Cable now
and receive a FREE six month subscription
to Maine Times, Maines weekly
journal of news and opinion.

ART

DANCING

A $26.65 newstand value
FREE when you subscribe
to Public Cable.

OPENING

STAGE

!!

Public Cable

UPCOMING

eofthewar
verag Gulf!
·
Co
HistorIC . persian
in the

AUDITIONS

AROUND TOWN
cer••

CON
CERTS

Weather Reports at Home and Abroad

II

The Weather Channel does regular reports of weather
in the Persian Gulf.
Local forecasts air every five ~
minutes, 24 hours a day,
~

THURSDAY 2.14

STORE CLOSING!
Luhta Skiwear & Accessories 70% off
Luhta Streetwear Coats & Jackets 70% off
Maser of Austria 50% off
Lewis Creek Wax Clothing 70% off

FRIDAY 2.15

SUNDAY 2.17

Continuous Financial Reports
The Financial News Network reveals how the
stock market reacts to the war, ~

Live Congressional Coverage
Live coverage of the Senate and House of
Representatives
shows how
Congress is
responding to
events in the
Middle East.

L -\

FNH II.Bet Summary af 10:31

~iI

Headline News
Live news
coverage
updated
every 30
minutes.

t-SPAn

•

when you subscribe to

PUBUCCABLE
Call Now
$9.95 Installation
SAVE $20
775-3431 or 1-800-833-2253

----3[8
Public Cable

ofll tlz.e tlu",.~ we a'te
• ()fler available 10 Public Cables year round reSidential servICe area ,
as defined by franchise . 30 Day Money Back Guarantee. Some
restTlctions apply. Ofler ends February 22. 1991 .

TUESDAY 2.19

Winter Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5, Sun 12-4
78 Main St., Yarmouth, 846-6480

Ei ..

subscription
for 6 months
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Casco Bay Weekly

Martin's
Point
HEALTH CARE
CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE

Entertainment

I ','mnN
ART
• OmtinlUd from "..gt 20

Walk-In Medical Care
• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

871-1588
Monday-Saturday, 8 AM-8 PM; Sunday, 11 AM-5 PM

art in the
heart
(of the Old Port!)

*

The Seaman's Club 5th Annual
•••• Valentine's Exhibit! ••••
Friday, February 15th 5-7 pm Reception
Fred Lynch
Howard Clifford
Jill Madore
Mark Libby
Tanya Fletcher
Vleld Gonshaw
Jeff Harne
Sarah Payson Hitchcock
~
Todd Noel
Beth Turnbell
II=w
Diane Wienke
Michael Shyka
FUll.
Scott Leombruno

S

DINNER

PECIAISI

.,for $19,91 bWikR

• THURSDAY & FRIDAY Feb 14tb & 15tb • (Re.ervatJoD8 Accepted)

The Seaman's Club

1 Exchange Street 772-7311

•

The New Frost Gully Gallery

n3-

IMMEDIATE
PICK-UP

•

24 HOUR
DELIVERY
"YOU'll. our rates"

Bits & Pieces
Delivery & Courier Services
207·n4-5594 • FAX 207-761-2073
1-800-234-559
175 Brackett Street e Portland, Maine 04102

•

Th. Pin. T.... Shop and Bayvl.w
GaIl.ry,75 Market St, Portland. Group
show featuring recent work by Bear
Blake, David Clough, Carol Hayes-Conti.
Doug Howe. Suzanne Knecht. David
lillie. ScollMoore, Helen St. Clair. Carol
Sebold. Matthew Smith, Nina Sylvia and
Orrin Tubbs. Also on display will be a
group of framed, lim~ed ed~ion prints
and fine art reproductions. Through
"Cheranganl," 40' x 48', by Dahlev Ipeam showing at the Frost
March. Hours: Mon-Sat. 10 am-6 pm.
Gully Gallery.
For more inlormation, call n3-3007.
Joan WhItney PayRn Gallery of Art,
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave.
Portland. Impressionism: Selections from
the Colby College Art Museum and The
• Contemporary Maine Artists
Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of Art
Collections. through Feb 17. Hours:TueThe Frost Gully Gallery, 141 Congress St., Portland
Fri. 10 am-4 pm (Thu till 9 pm); Sat-Sun.
Gallery hours: 12-6 p.m., Monday-Friday
1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Portland M ....um of Art, Seven ConTom Crotty has a passionate commitment to art in general, but
gressSquare. Portland. Hours:Tu&-Sat.
to contemporary Maine art in particular. The focus of the Frost
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission: adults $3.SO, senior
Gully Gallery is, he says, precisely that: to display the work of
citizens and students with 10 $2.50.
the best contemporary artists in the state.
children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Free
Frost Gully represents a definite philosophy. What Crotty is
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.
trying .to do, ~e .says, is represent a valid variety of contemporary
"Of Tim. and Plac.: Walker Evans
and William Christ.nberry, an exhiart. ~am!mg Isn t contemporary only because it is abstract, say, or
bition featuring overSO 01 their works. By
minimalist, or whatever is currently trendy. Contemporary
juxtaposing photographs these two artpainting means what is being painted now, and it covers an
ists made in Hale County over a 50-year
enormous spectru~. Crotty.refuses to have his taste limited by
period. the exhibition explores the vision
and common ground the two lound in
style, method, medIUm, subject, or what the pundits declare to be
their studies of one rural area located in
currently stylish. He studies it all, looking for excellence. To
the heart of Alabama's region of rich
illustrate
the extent of the range in contemporary painting, we
colton land. The exhibit is a stunningly
looked at four artists represented by Frost Gully, whose worlds
doaJmented example of an economic
of expression are very different from each other.
and social structure that endured in the
South for generations. Runs Feb 17Eric Green's paintings are surrealistic, and are unique both
April 28.
conceptually and in their execution. They are about images"Robert Indiana'. "Hartley E1egl. . "
powerful, startling visions that seem to come out of his dream
MrI. ., a portlolio of five larg&-scale
life.
For ~stance, "Pearl" is a painting of a luminous pearl with an
prints relating to a series 01 paintings by
Marsden Hartley. Known as the "German
~xtraordmary th:ee-<iimensional quality. It is suspended in space
Officer Paintings." Hartley's works were
hke a full moon m a black sky, and has the same brilliant,
motivated by the impact of war and the
mesmerizing
effect. It is called "Pearl." "Fire" is equally imagissudden loss of his close friend Karl Von
IIc, and equally fantastical. Against a gray, surreal landscape of
Freyburg. an officer in the German army,
who was killed during World War I. On
ice with a frozen mountain
display through March 24, in the
range in the background
museum's Great Hall.
there bums, in the fore"'mpr".'on'sm and Beyond: The
ground, an inexplicable fire.
Scott M. Black Collec:tlon features
The fire,. like the pearl. is a perfectly controlled geometric shape
Pagans et Le Pere de Degas (Pagans
and Degas' Father). an oil on canvas
that radiates a spell-castmg glow. You quite literally cannot take
recenlly acquired at Sotheby·s by Portyour eyes off either the pearl or the fire.
land native Scon M. Black. The exhibit is
. Green has ~ perfect control of his medium without stilting the
on permanent loan .
Image, and Without succumbing to flashy virtuosity. There is a
*Work. by Am.rlcan and European
brilliance both of concept and image. His craft and technique are
Mat.rs, an exhibition that explores the
unusually strong dialogue between artmerely tools to the end product. His work is precise, and it's
ists in the United States and Europe
intellectual in the sense that he comes to the canvas with the
during the early twentieth century. Works
vision
intact. It's all organized and visualized before he begins to
by Georges Braque. Fernand Leger.
paint. B.ut one does not get the sense that he's turned the painting
Marc Chagall. Jean Alp, Pablo Picasso,
Marsden Hartley and Stuart Davis.
mto an mtellectual process. The paintings are clean, simple, and
Through April 14.
just plain interesting, and he leaves you on your own to figure
Portland Public Library'. L.wl. Gal"
out their meaning.
I.ry, 5 Monument Square. "Works Irom
Dahlov Ipcar also paints dream-like images, but the mind-toNature : Drawings. Pastels and Oil Paintcanvas process is completely different, for she paints from her
ings by Lynn Travis-Stanciofl." Through
Feb 22. Library hours are Mon. Wed and
intuition. Like St. Exupery's Little Prince, she has refused to
Fri from 9 am-6 pm. Tue and Thu from
relinquish or corrupt the purity, the positiveness, or the enthusi12-9 pm, and Sat from 9 am-5 pm. 871asm of the child's intuitive vision. "Cherangani," an oil on
1700.
canvas, is a painting of dancing. ethereal animals superimposed
Th. Spirited Gourmet, 142 SI. John St.
?n one another. In optimistic primary and secondary colors, this
Portland. Mixed media showing by
Joanne Agrillo, Anne Bernard. Paul
J~gle scene plays out Ipcar's consistent theme of the peaceable
HoUingsworth. Randall Harris and Arlene
kingdom. John Heliker paints intuitively, but with a certain
Morris. Through February. Hours: Monintellectual
component. Heliker comes to the canvas with an
Fri. 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-5 pm.
image intact, but his is nature-based. "Spring Sky," an oil on
2919.
canvas, is a "traditional" landscape of the post-impressionist
Th. St.'n Gall.ry, 20 Milk St, PorUand.
Bruce Pizzichillo: colorlul sculptures
style. But it is contemporary. The traditional landscape has been
combining blown glass shapes. cast and
taken a little bit further than it had before. It has soul.
slumped glass pieces. Featuring a variAnd finally, Martha Groome does abstract paintings that seem
ety of techniques and materials, includto be experiments-in-progress. It seems that she comes to the
ing glass. brass. aluminum and telephone
wire. Through Feb 28. Gallery Hours:
canvas with a basic idea of how she is going to paint, but beyond
Mon-Sat, 11 arn-6 pm; Sun 12-5 pm.

n2-9072 .

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin ColI.g. MUMum of Art,
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. "Recent
AcqJisitions in Photography: 1987-1991"
and "The Hand-Held Camera' feature
90 photographs from the Museum's
permanent holdings. Exhibitions include
works by Man Ray. Berenice Abboll and
painter John LaFarge. Also. TwentiethCentury Art from the Collections through
Mar 31. The museum is open to iIle
public free of charge. Museum hours:
TueSday-Saturday. 10 arn-5 pm; Sunday. 2-Spm. For infp. call 725-3275.
,
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!hat, every painting is an experiment. This quality of exploration
IS suggested by the title of one painting. an acrylic on canvas
called "What Happens?"
Art is process, Crotty explains, not just objects. He has respect
for all the variations of this process, and believes that there is
validity to each one. He repeats: finding that ineffable quality of
excellence is where one has to be willing to guess and take risks.
Crotty, it seems, is making a major commitment to his faith in the
excellence of art in Maine today. This gallery seems to be a
promising statement for artists, collectors, and for Portland. It's
elegant, and it's serious.
Miorxol Me Willilmts
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Th. Chocolat. Church Art Gall.ry,
804 Washington St. Bath. "Flights 01
Fantasy,' a juried show 01 sculpture
(driltwood and stone) . oils, watercolors.
masks and collage will be exhibited
through March 2. Open to the public.
Gallery hours: 10 am-4 pm. Tues-Frl;
noon-4 pm. Sal. 442-8455.
EI.m.nts Gall.ry, 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. "Masks: The Hidden Self.' a
mixed media group show 01 contemporary masks and sculpture by Maine artists. showing through March 2. Gallery
hours: Tue-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. 729-1108.
Main. Audobon Society, Gilsland Fann.
118 Route 1, Falmouth. Handweavings
by Sharon Grafl and Abenaki Sweetgrass
Baskets by Rhonda Anderson on display through Feb 28. Graff's work includes a variety 01 woven pieces depicting Maine's natural shapes and colors.
Anderson's baskets are woven over
original molds using brown ash or cane.
and are decorated with deer antlers collected after they are shed in winter. The
exhibit may be viewed from 9 am-5 pm,
Mon-Sat. and from noon·5 pm on Sundays and holidays. For more information. call 781 -2330.
M ....um of Art, OUn Art. C.nt.r, Bates
College. Lewiston. "Elizabeth Murray:
Prints,' a comprehensive exhibition of
prints by New York artist Elizabeth
Murray. known lor her cotorful shaped
canvases depicting abstract and symbolic imagery. Showing through March
8. Regular museum hours are 10 am-5
pm. Tuesday through Saturday. and 1-5
pm Sunday. Free admission. 786-6158.

Th. C _ Bay Gre_ Monthly Meet- SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) will hold a workshop Feb 21. from
ing will beheld Feb 17 at6:30 pm. on the
1-4 pm, on "How to Really Start YOU[
second floor 01 the Peoples Building.
Own Business." Score is a national non155 Brackett St. Portland. The public is
profit organization providing business
invited to attend. Meetings are held every third Sunday 01 the month. For more _ counseling and guidance to smal business owners. prolH and non-profit orgainformation. call n4-4599.
nizations, and future owners - at no cost.
Creating Nonvlol.nt Social Chang. is
It is the counseling arm of the SBA
the su bject 01 two evening sessions of(Small Business Association). Score
fered by the USM Department of Combasically works with two groups: people
munity Programs. On Feb 25. the topic
who want a business 01 their own, and
wiA be "Building Organizations and Alii·
people who are in business but have
ances,' the nuts and bolts of grass roots
problems. Score holds 1-112 hour aporganizing. The March 4 session will be
pointmentsdaily. Mon-Fri. and is located
"Nonviolent Action: An Alternative to Fight
at 86 Peart St. Room 210. Portland. For
or Flight.' The sessions are held on the
more information. call 772-1147.
USM Portland campus Irom 7-9 pm. The
fee is $15 for one session or $25 forboth . Solutions Through Charity - OrganizIng for a Chang.: Invert (Institute for
Call 874-6500 for more information.
Nonviolence Education. Research and
"Doing Busln ••• With Mainland
Training). is holding a conlerence on
China," a lecture presented by the Chiorganizing lor social change Irom the
nese-American Friendship Association
lundamental tools to the ideological
01 Maine, will be delivered Feb 20. at 7
"isms" that keep us apart and apathetic.
pm. by Youfan Wang, a visiting scholar
Workshops will include "Organizing lor
at USM. He will discuss what China is
Social Change in Maine,' "Expanding
looking lor in business. what American
Your Circle ollnftuence,' "DemysMying
companies should be looking for from
the Legislative Process,' "Change China, what contacts are needed. how
Revolution or Relorm" and others. March
negotiations are held. etc. all based on
2, from 8:30 am-5pm. at Winthrop Street
his advisory experiences with three
Universalist Church. 69 Winthrop St,
American companies. The lecture will be
Augusta . Cost of allending the conferheld at the USM Campus Center. Portence is $10 lor those with incomes less
land. Admission is Iree. For more inforthan $10,000; $20 for incomes over
mation. call n4-6511 .
$10.000. and $30 for incomes over
Ethic. for the AppralMr A two-day
$20.000. Reductions in cost available
seminar on licensing requirements will
with early pr&-registration. All participants
be held on March 7 & 8. Irom 8 am-4 :30
requesting child care or interpretation
pm. at Michel·s. 202 Larrabee Rd, in
must preregister and prepay. For more
Westbrook. Sponsored by the Center for
inlormation . call 827-3107.
Real Estate Education at USM. The cost
is$lSO. For lurther inlormation. call 874- "Transportation In Maine" Option"
for a World at RI"k" will be discussed
6520.
at a Portland League 01 Women Voters
Help With Your Tax. . Andover College
public meeting. Feb 27. Dinner will be
students and graduates who have taken
served at 5:30 pm and costs $15. The
Craft Demonstrations Otd Port Artisans
the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
panel discussion begins at6 :30 pm and
wil be offering free etall demonstrations
program ollered by the college will offer
is Iree, but reservations are needed to
through the end of March. They are held
their services to taxpayers Fridays Irom
provide adequate seating. Reservations
on Saturdays at 1 pm. and in the next
8:30 am-12:30 pm, through April 15.
lor diner and forum should be made by
couple 01 weeks feature "Woodcarving,'
This service is perfonmed on a walk-in
Feb 22. Held at the Holiday Inn by the
hand carving birds, animals and Christbasis at Andover College. located at 90 1
Bay. 88 Spring SI. Checks should be
mas omaments by Rodney Richards of
Washington Ave. Portland. Taxpayers
made out to League of Women Voters.
Maine Woods Whittling. on Feb 16; and
wishing to take advantage 01 this Iree
For information and reservations, call
'Chocolate Dipping and Molding: with
service are advised to bring their tax
Emily Farley (112 Parsons Rd, Portland
Luella and Bill Nordstrom of Luella's
lorms.
04103). at n4-3289.
Country Candies. Old Port Artisans are Intagrated Manag.ment, an intensive
located at 18 ExchangeSt. Portland. For
10-day course 01 study designed for the
more inlormation. call 871-1090.
mid-level manager. is being presented
1l1li1 Annual Jurled exhibition will be
by Continuing Education for Business at
juried in April and calls lor actual work
USM. Taught by the graduate faculty 01
entries on AprilS and 6. or slide entries
USM's Schoof 01 Business. Economics
fmmnow upuntY AprilS. Up to two worlts
and Management. the course also inmay be entered per artist. There is no
cludes luncheon presentations by
entry fee. Any Maine artist wishing to
prominent business leaders and handsenler may request a Ionn by telephoning
on computer instruction. The course
Rockport's Maine Coast Artists. the
begins with orientation Feb 22 and
sponsoring gallery. at 236-2875.
continues for 10 Fridays through May
Mall Art Show .t Ohio University (but
10. For more information. calI874-6510.
you can mail in your works). No jury. no Maine Coalition to stop U.s. W.,. In
retums. Documentation to all. Deadine
the Middle Eat In the event that ground
is April 1. Send your nutty stuff to Patty
war breaks out in the Persian Gulf. the
Mitchell. 355 W. State St. Athens. Ohio
coalition plans \0 hold large-scale vigils
45701 .
Irom 7:30-9 am and 5-6:30 pm at the
park located at the comer of Congress
M81ne Perc.nt for Art Competition.
and High streets in downtown PorUand.
Artists interested in receiving a proThese vigils will occur the day ground Advocat. for Victim. of Sexual Mspectus for projects should send a SASE
sault Six-week training provided by the
war begins 01 (if ~ begins at night) the
to the loIlowing schools: Percent lor Art
Rape Crisis Center. Volunleers needed
Competition. c/o Jim Bums. Principal.
follOWing day. All concerned c~izens are
lor 24-hour hoUine and speakers bureau.
encouraged to allend. For more inlorManchester Elementary School. Route
Caln4-3613Iorappicationandinterview
mation, contact the office olthe coalition
17. P.O. Box 217. Manchester. Me
appointment.
04357; Topsham Elementary School
al 772-0680.
Percent lor Art Competition. MSAD'75. Managing Md Resolving Conftlct This A1t.rnatlv. Medlu_ 11111 needs volunteers: artists to exhibit work; perform122 Main St, P.O. Box 475. Topsham.
course. part of the Certilicate in Maners; writers; administrative persons and
Me 04086; Turner Primary School Peragement program offered by Continuing
enthusiastic people to do gallery and
cent lor Art Competition. MSAD '52.
Education for Business at USM. will be
stage prep. sell program advertisements,
R.R.l Box 1220. Turner. Me 04282. All
offered In a two-day lormat. Feb 19 and
public relations. and more. Alternative
preliminary proposals due 318/91 .
26 allheUSM Intown Center, 68 High SI.
Mediums is a non-profit organization
PyNnkyCla_- Ukranian Easter Eggs
PorUand. The course meets from 8:30
dedicated to providing and promoting
arn-4:30 pm. and costs $195 (including
wil be taught by Amy Visentin of Visentin
services to people with AIDS and AIDStextbook). To register. call CEB at 874Designs on Feb 24. March 3and 10 from
related illnesses. advocacy regarding
2-5 pm. at Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
6510.
AIDS·related issues. and AIDS-related
Church. 133 Pleasant S~ PorUand. Cost M.mori . . Into M.molrs This one-day
health education and infonmation to citiis $20 for all three sessions. includes all
workshop sponsored by Maine Writers &
zens of Maine. The intent of the organi·
supplies. Class size is limited. preregisPublishers Alliance will help participants
zations is not only to eam money for
tration required . For more inlormation,
record their memoriE!l; in Illql;tjng work.
AIDS. but equally to provide artists with
call 882-4048.
Instructor Denis Ledoux is the author of
a space, opportunity and reason to exMountain Dance and What Became of
hibit and/or perform their work. VolunThem. two short story collections which
teers are needed lor an evening of almake use of family stories. Participants
ternative performance and exhibition 01
should bring a wrinen memory (three
visual art being developed and planned
pages. double-spaced) for sharing and
for March 28. 1991. Starting Jan 9.
writing. Feb 23. from 10 am-3:30 pm at
meetings will be held every Wednesday
the Maine Writers Center. 19 Mason St.
eve at 8 pm at Zootz, 27 Forest Ave.
Brunswick 04011 . Cost is $35 lor memPorUand. For more information. call n5bers and $40 for others. For more inlor1514.
mation. call 729-6333.
Oc •• n Scl.nc.s L.ctur. S.rl •• Th. Cent.r for Voluntary Action is
accepting nominations lor the Mary Rines
Bigelow Laboratory lor Ocean Sciences
Thompson Award and other CVA awards
announces its second annual winter lecA..' A', Those interested in Instruction from
for outstanding volunteer service. These
ture series: 'Polar Sea Ice: Deep Freeze
the A·.A.· .• The Order 01 the Silver Star,
awards will be given during the week of
Fountain of Life. 'byfonnerconmissioner
as laid down by Aleister Crowley and Mr.
April 22. Anyone in Cumberland County
of Maine's Dep't 01 Marine Resources.
Karl Germer and who feel" is their Will to
wishing \0 make a nomination may call
Spencer Apollonio. Feb 20. at 7 pm.
become Probationers should write to
CVA. at 874-1015. by Feb 15 for a
Beam Classroom. Visual Arts Center,
P.O. Box 15086. Portland 04101 . The
nomination form.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free. For
A·A'. isacontinuation of the Rosicrucian
iurther information on the lecture series Cookl . . for U_S_ Am.rlcan troop. In
lineage through the Golden Dawn and
Saudi Arabia are sick of MREs (Meals
or Associates membership. call 633teaches a mixture of Qabalism. T aro~
Ready to Eat). Cookies for U.S. is trying
2173.
Astrology. Yoga and many other esoteric
to keep up troop morale by sending
practices.
"101 Blockbullterld• • for improving
cookies. Cookies for U.S. says. "leI's all
Your PR Program (at No or Low
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
hope and pray they come home quickly
Coat)" Rhoda Weiss will discuss these
Power) is a diverse group 01 volunteers
and safely. but until then, we're baking
ideas at the Maine Public Relations
united in anger and committed to nonviocookies.' Any donations toward shipping
Council. at its first statewide luncheon
lent. direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
or ingredients greatly appreciated.
meeting of iIle year. Feb 14. 11:30 am
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-9
Please send to Cookies for U.S .• c/o
social hour. 12 pm buffet lUnch. at the
pmatthe People's Building. 155 Brackett
American Legion Hall. Post 57. 141mpeHoliday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring St.
St, PorUand. New members are always
rial St. Old Orchard Beach. ME 04064.
Portland. Cost is $15 members. $20
welcome. For more information. write to
non-members. You can pay at the door.
ACTUPlMaine. P.O. Box 5267. Portland
• ~ • ConIi7iUtd Oti~it 24
fOl more infonmation. call 799-2599.
04101 . tel. n4-7224 orn4-5082.
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-OFF-DRY CLEANING:I
JifJ!1;J'
,
: LOOKIN' FINE, VALENTINE!:
With this ad Expires 2/21191

II • Free Pick-up & Delivery· Same Day Service if drop'ped off I
Alterations· Reweaving· Shirt Service ~'''''' r.r;. . . J

: (Elm Street 'Dry Creaners

\~'{~~

IJ2.!~ St~P2.l'tEnd !.1..!lloc!.f~m_Libra!t! 771:71?! _' ~

F AMILY
PRACTICE
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
Adult/Pediatric Medicine· Office Gynecology
Ma.nipulation • Prtlltntative Meditine

Walk-In and by Appointment
n St., Suite #322
222 St.
-1300
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with former memberB of

The Inspectors &! The Upsetters
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Casco Bay Wakly
Individual. WIth Dlsabllltl. . Meeting on
social secu rity work Incentive programs,
such as PASS and IRWE. sponsored by
Alpha One, Center for Independent Living. Watch video presentation byanorneyon living wills and power of allomey.
Wednesday, Feb 20. from 7-9 pm,
Community Room, 51 Landry Village,
Westbrook St, S. Pordand. For more
information, call Cress at 767-2189 .
• Continued from ptlge 23
Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers Adult Health Screening. Community
Health Services will sponsor screenings
having difficulty with workers' compo
for diabetes. anemia, colorectal cancer,
system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
high blood pressure andcholeslerollevel.
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
Two or more tests per person are availcorner of lebanon and Maine streets
San~M.
.
able, time permitting _ Donation . The
screenings will be held at the follOwing
Maine'. First Brain Tumor Support
times and places: Feb 19. t2:30-2:30
Group wil meet every Thursday evening
pm, Gray Congregationaf Church Hall;
at 7 pm at New England Rehabilitation
Feb 20 , 9:30-11 :30 am, Windham
Hospital of Portland (NERH-Portland),
Community Building; Feb 25, 1-3 pm,
13 Charles St. This new group has been
Scarborough Town Hall ; Feb 27, 9:30GI". Llfel The Portland Red Cross is
designed by NERH-Portland and the
11 :30 am, Gorham St. Anne's Church.
looking lor blood donors. 524 Forest
American Cancer Society to meet the
For more information, call 775-7231 , ext
Ave. For more information. call 775special needs of adults with brain tumors
551 , or 1-800-643-4331.
2367.
and their famiies. Interesled participants
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their Chl"..e GoJu is a form of the martial arts
The Greater Portland Information
seeking peace, love, harmony. truth and
first meeting for a brief preliminary inCenter Need. VoIunt . .rs. The cenknowledge through a blending of body,
terview. People are encouraged to join
ter has very IIexible hours and most
mind and spirit. This style combines the
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000,
shifts are available. Have fun while
beauty and grace of Chinese forms with
ext. 542.
helping others. Volunteers should call
the power and hardness of other Asian
Elizabelh at the Convention and Visitors The National Federation ot the Blind
forms in a spiritual practice. Classes for
Bureau at 772-4994.
of Maine will be conducting a general
all ages and levels taught in a beautiful
membership meeting Feb 14, from 7-9
Help People WIth AIDS All donations of
dojo in Topsham. To become a peacelul
pm, at WoodIordCongregational Church,
items big or sma I will be apprecialed for
warrior. call 729-7399.
202 Woodford St, Portland. All blind and
men , women and children who are living
visually impaired people are invited to Chol •• terol and Blood Pr••• ure
with AIDS in Greater Portland. All gifts
Ser. .nlng. USM Ufeline is offering a
discuss their concems on issues facing
can be received at 377 Cumberland Ave,
special screening on Feb 14. from 10
the blind in the '90s. Parents of blind and
Pordand, 04102. For more information,
am-7 pm, in the Pordand campus gym
visually impaired children are also welcall David at People with AIDS Coalition
on Falmouth Street. No appointments
come. Admission is free .
of Maine. 773-8500.
necessary. Screenings are done on a
High School Mentor The South Portland O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
walk-in basis, first come, first served.
Tuesdaysat7 pm, Williston WeslChurch,
School department is in need of a menFee is $8. A 25 percent discount is being
32 Thomas St, PorUand_Free.
tor. This person would teach a hearinQ
offered to USM staff, students and lifestudent to sign so that the student could Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
line members (bring 10). For more inteach her peers to communicale with a
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
formation, call 780-4170_
hearing impaired student within her
Youth . offers support and information for
school. The volunteer must know sign
young people 22 and under, in a safe Chronic Pain Reduction By using only
gentle talk, the Chronic Pain Clinic has
language and be willing to work with a
environment. every Friday from 7;30been able to reduce or relieve the pain of
gifted student who wishes to learn the
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel.
bursitis. cancer. colitis, pinched nerves,
basics. One volunteer working one hour
corner of Preble and Cumberland avmigraines and back pain. The clinic will
a week between the hours of 9 am-3 pm
enues. For information. write or call:
give you or your physician all the inforis needed. For more information, call the
Outright. P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portmation in one phone call: 934-94".
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1 015.
land 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
Project. for Community Agencl. . The Senior Outreac: h Servic. . In response Compulsive Eating Group Diets don't
work for many women because food is a
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of
to the needs of older people, Southern
powerful substance of len used to satisfy
community projects available to busiMaine Area Agency on Aging is providimportant emolional needs and make
nesses, civic groups, churches and high
ing Senior Outreach Services to the folwomen feel good. The focus of these
schools. To reooive the booklet, cail the
lowing locations: Warren Congregational
Smail. weekly therapy groups is 10 exCenter for Voluntary Action at874-1015.
Church. 810 Main St, Westbrook, first
amine the emotional/psychological
Monday of each month. for residents of
The Retired SeniorVoIunt. .r Program
components to weight loss. The groups
Westbrook and Gorham. from 9 am-12
places people 60 and older in fulfilWng
wi! be facilitated by Maryanne Vitalius,
noon; Ross Center. 38 Washington SI.
jobs helping others. Only two to four
M.S. Ed.• M.S.w" who specializes in
BiddefoM, first Tuesday of each month,
hours of your helpwil make adifference.
women's issues, eating disorders. aufor residents of Biddeford. Saco & OOB,
For more information, call Priscilla
tonomy and relationships. Groups aro
from 9 am-12 noon. An Elder Advocate
Greene at 775-6503.
now forming and will be held at 78 Main
wHI be available to assist residents with
St. Yarmouth. $25/session . For more
their aging-related issues and concems.
information, cail 846-6624.
such as Medicare, Insurance, housing,
social security. etc. This service is pro- Health IIWul1lnee Problem.? Health
Claim Assistance isa new Portland busivided free of charge. 775-6503 or 1-800ness that assists and educates people
427-7411.
about the processing of their health inThe Path of Recovery Pordand Sufi
surance claims. Health Claim Assistance
Order offers a series of small meetings
is Iocaled at 607 Brighton Ave, Portland.
involving meditation based on the Sufi
For more information, call Lindy BotlO at
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
774-5572.
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled Honoring Your Life Foreelsa workshop
thai will explore the subtle energy fields,
after 12-Slep groups and welcome anythe inner wisdom of the body , and
one with a desire to recover from adalignment as an ongoing process. Feb
dictions or codependency. Meetings are
22, from 7:30-9:30 pm. in Kennebunk.
Tuesdays. 7:30-8:30 pm at Wood~rds
For more information and to register, call
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
Ken
at 985-9885 or 646-5805_
St,
Portland.
Open
to
the
public.
DonaA.R.T .8. Anonymoua Is a group of local
tionsarewek:ome. For more information, Iyengar Yoga CI_ Wifelhusband team
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
call Jan at 878-2263, Robin at 767-2315
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy of Portwho have come together to form a supor
Eli
at
774-1203.
land Yoga Stucio are offering ongoing
port group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
Hatha Yoga for People with AIDS, to be
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Port- Southem MalneSingl. . Social. Group
held al Woodford's Congregational
Meets on weekends at various locations
land.
Church, on Wednesdays from 12:35from Portland to Biddeford. Meet new
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
1:45 pm. through March 20. Cost for
35
and
over.
No
fees.
Please
friends
ages
Group meets the first and third Sun of
those who can afford It Is $1 . For more
call 934-1692, 284-9327 or 775-1553.
every mon th from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
information on e~her of the above, cail
Hospital basement auditorium. 144 State Spec:lallnte,...tAAMHtlngtorpeopte
797-5684.
living
with
AIDS
meets
weekly
on
St. Portland. For more information. call
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition, Kripalu Yoga Innerlighfs winter olferings
775-2219 or 625-8412.
include regular sessions of Kripalu yoga
377 Cumberland Ave, PorUand. Meeting
FemaJelnceat Survivor Support Group
classes through March 30. as well as
designed to provide a safe space In
The Rape Crisis Centerwill be offering a
Kripalu yoga Saturday inlensives and
which to discuss HIV issues, whlloliving
1O-week support group for adult female
individual yoga therapy sessions.
positively sober_ This meeting is open
incest survivors. Low-income women are
Innerlight is a celebration of empowerto
those
who
have
lesled
HIV/Posionly
especialyencouraged to participale. The
ment and inlegration of body, mind and
live or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
free, co-facilitated. psycho-educational
spirit. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 for
For more information. call 871 -9211.
support group will provide information
further information.
and oller opportunity for mutual support. WINGS, a non-profit organization dediLiving
In a Stepfamil, The University of
caled
to
providing
support
for
low-income
It will be held one evening a week for 1 11
Maine Cooperative Extension Service is
single parents announces The Kids'
2 hours. Free child care and assistance
offering a six -part discussion series which
Place. providing day care for children
with transportation are available. For
win
focus on specific relationships within
from
infancy
to
eight
years
in
South
more information. call 774-3613 (collect
the family to help participants understand
Pordand. Reasonable rates and nurturcails accepted).
both the problems and the potential of
ing environment For more information,
Grieving Support Group for bereaved
living in a stepfamily. Through group
call
767-2010.
Also.
weekly
support
persons healing from the death of a
discussions, exercises and presentagroup helps set goals that lead to sellloved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
tions. the series will explore topics such
sufficiency and to facilitate discussion of
eves from 7-8 :30 pm. Donations_ Call
as myths and realties of a stepfamiiy.
problems single parents encounter.
Kristine Watson, M.A.. at 775-0366 .
creating effective roles and relationships,
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S.
H.O.P.E. self-help support groups with
communication and problem-solving.
PorUand and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
facil~ators meet weekly to help heal the
The series will be held on the third
Day St, Westbrook.
emotional pain associated with chronic
Wednesday evening of each month from
Help
People
tn
Cri.l.
Feel
good
about
or serious diseases, InjUlY, fife. death
7-9 pm, at the Uniled Way office, 233
yoursell
and
learn
new
skills.
Make
a
and chikllood issues. Group meets at
Oxford St, Portland. The series isol1ered
dillerence. Volunteer for Dial INFO and
Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, Portland,
free 01 charge but space is limited. Sign
help people who are in crisis. All work
from 5:3(}-7;30 pm; and at the Unity
up to anond by cailing 780-4205.
tolecan
be
done
from
your
home
via
Church, 16 Columbia Rd. Portland, on
phone_ Complete training and resources
Thursdays from 10 am-12 pm_There Is
provided. Next session begins March 2.
also a support group for the family and
Call Ingraham Volunteers at 874-1 055
friends of the ill which meets every other
for more information .
Thursday from 7-9 pm. For more infor-
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BILLIE

HOLIDAY
Portland Stage Company presents

Lady Day At Emerson's Bar & Grill
by Lanie Robertson

,

<

!

I

A musical

portra~

of the legendary si,lger Billie Holiday
Tuesdays-Sundays

Extended through February 24
For tickets call: 774-0465
PORTLAND

**srAGE**
COMPANY

25A Forest Avenue
I
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SPEGNJlED.

IT GOES LIKE THE WIND,
CUMBS LIKE A BEAST
AND Is As COMFORTABLE As
THE LIVING ROOM SOFA.
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I

,

J
I
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Irs THE SPECIALIZED HARD ROCK. THIS BIKE IS FOR THE
RECREATIONAL RIDER WHO WANTS A SMOOTH, COMFORTABLE
UPRIGHT RIDE. YET IT'S MOUNTAIN-TESTED TOUGH
••
JUST IN CASE YOU GET THE URGE.
\e rv ,al1/q

CJ~v -:~~
""

59 Federal Street, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774-2933

HELP

mation. caiI1-800-339-HOPE.

WELL

NESS

National Condom W. .k .. Here. look
for Tho Condom People in local night
spotsdistnbutingspecial valentines. Remember: "Condoms are for your protection/Use them with love and al1eclion." Stop by any family planning clinic
for a dozen free condoms.
Nourl.hlng Oursel".. offers series of
six bi-weekly sessions addressing body
image, weight and nutrition. led by Marji
Greenhut, art therapist, and by Elizabeth
Patten, a licensed diet~ian. at Freeport
Medical Center, 149 Main St, Freeport.
For dates and times, call 833-6391 or
865-1988.
Red Cro. . otters CI _ _ The Portland
Chapler of the American Red Cross will
oller several courses of instruction during February, including adult CPR . infant
and child CPR, child care for day-care
providers, babysitting skins, advanced
first aid (including professional rescue
CPR skills), and several standard first
aid courses. Advance registration is required. Persons interested in information on requirements,leesor registration
should call 874-1192 on weekdays.
Saha,la Yoga Meditation Weekly meetings every Tuesday at 7 pm in the Faculty Lounge. Student Center, USM .
Bedford St, Portland. Introduclion f~st
and thirdTuesdayofeach month. Always
free of charge. For more information,call
767-4819.
Buddhl.t-Oriented Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday. from 10-11
am, at1 040 Broadway. S. Portland. Small
donation . For more information. call 7742174.

OUT

More
professionals
see it our way.
FILM PROCESSING

CUSTOM PRINTS

• Color Slides
(3 Hr. E6 Processing)
• Color Negatives
• Black & White Negatives
• Slide Dupes(fransparancies

•
•
•
•
•

Cibachrome from Slides
Ektacolor from Negatives
Black & While
Murals & Bulk Printing
Mounting & Laminating

PHOTOGRAPHIC COpy SERVICES
FREE PARKING • CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

portland
photographics
774-6210 fax 161-4227 85 Yo", St.. PO Box 1521 Drs. Portland. :vIE 04101

You don't
have to
play heavy
metal •••
to read
Casco Bay Weekly.

Iftj(II:£\11

1""44 ~ "I
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

GERALDINE
AN TI QUEWOLF
II< ES1ATE JEWE llY

11 - 5, TUCi. - Sat.
26 MILK STREET
PORT!.AND. MAINE 04101

201 -1 14 - 8994

CANDLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SERENITY & PURIFICATION

SIDE

l.L. B.an is hosting a series of programs
on the following topiCS and dates:
"Rooftops of the Americas: Mclnley and
Aconcagua: Feb 15; "Fly Fishing for
Trout: Argentine Style: Feb 21; and
"Lumbering Talesand Indian Legends of
Katahdin: Feb 22. These lectures will be
held at the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conlerence Cenler located on Casco Street,
112 mile south of the L.l. Bean store
(signs will be posted). All lectures will be
held from 7:30-9 pm. For further information , call 865-4761 ext. 7800, or 1800-341-4341. ext 7800.
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) offers the following events:
Thursday nightwalksaround BackCove.
meet at Payson Park at 6 pm, call 8294124 ; spontaneous day hikes during the
week, 883-5984. People interesled in
ice climbing this winter should call Carey
atm-9831 .
Maine Women Outdoon For info on trips.
or if you'd like to be a trip leader or have
a camp to lend for a fall or winter weekend
lrip. call Leann at 547-3919.
Nature Cent.r: Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve welcomes visitors to
its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from 10 am-3
pm; parking lot and trails open Mon-Frl,
8am-4 pm. through April 30. Free. Tours
may be arrangoo. laudholm Road, Wells.
646-1555.646-4521 .
Outdoor Hotline Call 774-1118 lor a
listing of bicycling, hiking, cross country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club.

• jasmine & ylang-ylang with 40 rare. essential
oils are blended to capture & focus the senses
• transforms any living or working space into
a pleasant atmosphere

PORTLAND'S ELITE CUTTERS

828-4040
222 St. John St. • Suite 215 • Portland

Appearing for one night
Rltlt nde Lon
and the'lroploan ()epreSUOnS

Swim Suit Contest!!!
Grand Prize

4 Days & 3 Nites in Sunny
Florida for Two

FOR

KIDS

Audience Participation In Schoolhouae PI.,. will be the theme in February at the Schoolhouse Arts Center in
Sebago lake, when two children's productionS. "The Emperor's New Clothes·
and "The Further Adventures of Maid
Marian" will be presented. Children of all
ages will enjoy the upbeat music. and
the opportunity to participate onstage
with a cast that ranges in age from 6-t4.
The show opens Feb 22, and runs
through March 3. It runs Friday and
Saturday nights at 7 pm, and Sunday
afternoons at2. Ticket prices are $4. The
Schoolhouse is located at the juncture of
routes 117 and 135. For more information, call 642-3743.

• Contin ..,d on 1"'8,26

2nd Prize Whitewater Rafting Trip for two
with Wilderness Expeditions
Thousands of dollars in prizes
20 visits for sun tanning at Svenska
Hot Tub Visits, Tapes, CD.s. Etc.. Etc....

~Z
'1;"& Othe~b
at

PaRT BII.',IARDS
39 Forest Ave. Intown Portland 775-1944
Next to Zootz Behind the Sonesta

Of Time and Place:
Walker Evans and
William Christenberry
February 17-April 28
The epic story of the South during the Great Depression
as told through the legendary photographs of Walker
Evans, and its enduring spirit as revisited by artist
William Christenberry_
Lecture, "Southern Views" by William Christenberry
Friday. March I, at 7 p.m. Free
Symposium: "Southern Voices , Southern Visions"
Saturday, March 2, 9:30 a_m.--4:00 p.m.
Call 775-6148 for information.
Organbed by the Amon Carter MUl!eum, Fort Worth,
th~ exhibition ill made possible in Portland by Bar bara M. Goodbody.

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

2S

26
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FebrlUlry 14,1991
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Entertainment

~Ol.·gal.~
C"r.(URC&llluranl
46 Market Street
Portland

~
~

774-5246

• Continued from p<Jge 25

Shelter
from the
Aerial Assolt

VOLCANO
CHICKEN
SANDWICH
Fresh Chicken Breast
Charcoal Broiled,
smQthered in our
Unique Sweet-Hot
Volcano Sauce, and
served on our
home-made bread with
salad & french fries,

$5.25
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Feb. 15 & 16 Crabby Lobster
17 Ponland Police Dept. Ball
at IA Heritage Center
23 American Hean Assn. Affair of the
Hean Fund Raising Ball, Sonesta, P't1d

•

We'll be back every Wed at Raoul's in May,
Spring and Summer dates are going fast - book your
wedding and functions now.

CALL 883-2802
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Maine's 1\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Of/die!'
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For Lasting EnIQ'y'ment!
FREE OYSTERS
during Happy Hour
7 days a week
all of February
On the Waterfront
5 Portland Pier

772-4828
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never been a men's tearn at Westbrook College; the last women's
team was in 1944. Many "experts" wondered if either team would
win a single game.

Cheerte.clng Clinic for Girl. Grlld. .
I
The experts goofed. Westbrook women hoopsters are 4-14.
K-tI, who will be taught a porn-pom
They overcame adversity and a very rough start to reach attainroutine, chants, cheers, stunts and more
basic cheerleadlng skills. Clinic is diable goals. In some of the early games they were down by 40 at
rected by fonner New England Patriots
half time. What do you say in the locker room?! Coach Jerry
c~rleader and National Cheerleaders
Cayer offered, "You don't talk about the score. Changing the
Association instructor Bonnie Gardner.
outcome of a blowout is not an option. Making an extra pass is; SO
Feb 19, from 10 am-2 pm. Clinic will be
held at Fitness-Phanalia Aerobic Studio,
is hustling on defense."
Pine Tree Shopping Center, Brighton
Was the improvement measurable during the season? Cayer
Ave, Portland. To register,calln4-5058
definitely thinks so. " We have prevailed and hung in there as we
for a brochure.
learned the ropes. We took Emerson to
and beat Atlantic
The Children'. R..ource Center ofUni on . No one quit, and they'll all be back. I' m very proud of this
fe.. Art Fun sessions for 3- to 5-yearoIds on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
team."
Thursdays. Sessions focus on a creative
If the wome n's success is a dmirable, the m e n 's a cco mplish activity and cost $1 per child. Children
ment on the court i s downright m i r acu lou s. After a d u b ious 0-6
must be accompanied by an adult and
begin n i n g, they h a v e becom e a te n acious defen sive club, pressin g
reselVations are necessary. Activities
for6- to 12-year-oldsare also scheduled.
full court, sending fresh t roops in wa v es, wearing down o ppoCost varies according to activity.
n ents. T h e resu l t i s a 12-11 recor d i n their initial ca m paign.
Thompson's POint, Building lA, 741
A t hletic Direct o r a nd Coach Ji m Graffa m is thrilled with h o w well
Stevens Ave , Portland. Register for all
his player s have r esponded .
activities by caling n3-3045; reselVations are necessary.
" My guy s h a ve worked
Experiment with Watercolo .. Learn to
extremely hard . Our b e st
have fun with art and discover different
pla y er and l ead i ng scorer
ways to eKplore watercolor painting. Kids
never
even
played
high
school
basketball.
They're all freshmen
6-12 will learn these art techniques:
playing against a lot of upperclassmen. There's a tremendous
blowing paint, sprinkling dry pigmentonto
wet paper, how to blot dry and wet
talent difference and athleti c peaking differential between
brushing. Paintings will be mounted onto
someone 18 and 22. Nevertheless, we won over half our games,
abstract pieces of material for display.
including
the University of New England Invitational TournaFeb 14 & 24 (sundays), from 1-3 pm at
ment in the final seconds, 81 -79. I'll never forget that game."
the Jewish Community Center , 57
Ashrnont St, POr1Iand. JCC member fee
Next season Graffam's currently independent team will join
is $18, non-member fee is $23. Fee
NCAA Division III, and compete regularly agai nst the likes of SI.
includes materials. To register, call the
Joe's, UNE and UMaine Farmington. With all his kids coming
JCC at 772-1959.
back, Graffam is optimistic: 'This season we won games by the
Fre.h P.lnt, an art pre-school in
sheer energy of our relentless defense. All 15 of my guys played
Brunswick, now has limited openings on
MondaysandTuesdaysfrom8:4!)-1 1 :15
every game. Offensively we struggled and lacked direction. If we
am. EKtended day care is also offered on
can add some cohesive offense next season, we should be that
both days for children two to siK. The
much better. I'm looking forward to it . Support from the college
philosophy at Fresh Paint is thatchiidren
has been wonderful. Every home game, it's a packed gym ."
can remain creative In a stimulating and
nurturing environment using all their
This weekend the Westbrook College men's basketball team
senses. Creative activities and physical
plays its final home game against UMaine Farmington, on
outdoor play are stressed. Older chilSaturday, Feb 16, at 2 p .m . If you can finagle a ticket, you really
dren who wish to participate in stucio art
should attend. You won't see a harder-working basketball team
classes this spring can have their pararound these parts than Graffam's hungry freshmen .
entscall to put their names on the waiting
list. For registration information, call director Unda Rosen at 725-4983.
MiuQuinn
FrldIIy Free Movies offered by S. Por1land Public Ubrary from 3 :3(}-4 :30 pm. Riverton Branch Lib,..,. offers the fol- Young People'. Center for the PerAll ages welcome. (No movies during
lowing programs for children: Wednesforming Alt. A unique ballet-plus- theschool vacations or snow days.) 482
days - Tales for Twos, 10:30 am;
atre eKp8rience for children. Ballet for
Broadway, S. ponland. n5-1835.
Thursdays - Afterschool Films, al ages,
ages 7-16, pr&-baJlet for ages 4-6. SecHome Alone The City of Por1\and offers
3:30pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies,
ond semester workshops : musical
this course designed to help children
9:30-9 :45 am; Preschool Story Time (3comedy. scenic design , lighting, coswho spend time alone maka the right
t05-year-oIds), 10:30am. Library hours:
tume design and jazz dance. For more
decisions. Sponsored by the Red Cross.
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
information or to register, call Barbara
For elementary age children. Held on
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600
Goelrnan at 766-2857.
Feb 23, from 11 am-noon, at Reiche
Forest Ave . For further information, call
797-2915.
Community Center, 166 Brackett St,
PorUand. Free, but preregistration is re- Star Science Center'. Saturday
quired. For more information, call 874Morning Science Serl. . for Kid. 58873.
12, Come discover the mysteries beKid. Aak About W.r Maine Public
hind the forces of magnets, eKplore the
Broadcasting Network will air a special
secrets of bubbles, dissect a shark and
half-hour program designed to help
more. Feb 16, March 16 & 30, from9-11
parents and children cope with feelings
am. $10 per class. The Slar Science
raised by the unfokling war in the Persian
Center is a non-profit educational orgaGulf. Airs Friday, Feb 15, at 11 am. The
nization, whose primary goal is to enprogram brings together a group of nine
courage science in school-age kids
to 13-year-01ds with a panel of guest
through fun , discovery learning and
hands-on lessons. For more information ,
eKperts to answer questions In terms the
call n5-7362 .
kids can understand. MPBN is broadcast on WM EA TV 26 in the Portland! Vac.tlan W . .k prog,.m. . . Portl.nd
Biddeford area. For more information,
Mu. .um of AIt The museum wil offer Adult Indoor Soccer Portland Recr&call 941-1010.
ation will sponsor pick-up games every
the following workshops for children of
Friday night, from 6-8 pm, with skills
Mond.,Evenlng akl .. a,,-- Peak
all ages the weekof Feb 19: Printmaking.
ranging from Intermediate to advanced.
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-10
Feb 19; Books (experiment with paper
For those 18 and older. Cost: $1 .50 for
by creating your own book) ; Mobiles
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
youth, adullS and seniors, and options
residents, $3 for non-residenlS. Formore
(eKplore balanced, moving shapes and
information, call 874-8873.
include rentals and 1-112 hour lessons.
make a mobile), Feb 21 ; Hats (eKpIore
depictions of halS in the museum's art- Day Trip. to Shllwn. . Peak PorUand
For more information, call Portland Recreation al 874-8793 or 874-8300, eKt
works and create your own), Feb 22;
Recreation offers two programs this
Making Badges (view collages and other
8791 .
March: Day Trip to Shawnee Peak, a day
types of modern art in the galleries and
of skiing for second graders-high school
The Portl.nd Public Llbr.ry'.
make your own modem badge), Feb 23;
Childr.n'.AoomSchedulefortheweek
seniors, with transportation provided by
Gultaristl10cal musician Slaid Cleaves
of Feb 17 is as follows: Feb 18, Ubrary
Maine Line Tours. March 15 (a teacher
wiN perform the music of Woody Guthrie
selVice day), 7 am-6 pm. Cost: $24.
closed for Presidents' Day; Feb 20, 9 :30
in conjunction with the eKhibition of "Of
Also, Wednesday Trips to Shawnee
am, Finger Fun for Babies; Feb 20, 10:30
Time and Place: Walker Evans and Wilam, Preschool Story Time (3- to 5-yearPeak, an afternoon of sking for second
liam Christenberry: free with museum
graders-high school seniors. with transoIds); Feb22,10:3Oam, TaJesforTwos;
admission , held in the Great Hall. All
portation provided by Maine Line Tours.
Feb23,10:3Oam, Movies(childrenofall
workshops will be held daily from 1-3 pm
ages). All programs are free and open to
Feb 6 and March 6 (both half-days for
and are free with museum admission
schools), from 12:30 pm-9 pm. Cost:
the public. Five Monument Square,
(adults $3.50, children ages 6-18 $1,
Portland. For more inlormation, call871 $19. Rentals $6 eKtra, snowboard renlal
children under six free). Art activities will
$a for both programs. For more infor1700.
be lead by area art instructors and mumation or to reserve spaces, call Por1land
seum staff. For more information, call
Recreation at 874-8793 or 874-8300,
n5-6148.
ed. 8791.
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KIDS

Everybody loves an underdog, though nobody will admit it.
Westbrook College rewrote the move script H Against All Odds"
when they decided to trot out both men's and women's basketball teams this season consisting entirely of freshmen. There has

or

J

!'

FOR

Westbrook College basketball

NATIONAL CONDOM WEEK
For 12 Free Condoms Stop By Family Planning
500 Forest Avenue, 874-1095

Hot Shot Mini-Golf Tourn.ment Cont,.dllnce from 8 :30-midnight, Chestnut St Church, neKt to Portland City Hall.
Tuesday night golf tournament with tee$4 donation . This contradance takes
on at 6 :30 pm. Prizes for low scores.
place without eKception the third Friday
Everyone welcome. Hot Shot Mini-Go~
(Feb 15) of every month. All dances
is located at 87 Marginal Way, Portland.
taught. Singles welcome. n3-7108.
For more inlormation, call n3-1441 .
Monel., Evening Ski .. ShII_ Peak Cont..dllnce with Enen .nd the Se.
Slugs, Feb 16, from 7-10:30 pm, at the
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-10
Community House , Temple St,
pm, for 535. Program is intended for
Kennebunkport (across from the post
youth, adullS and seniors, and options
office). $4 for adults, kids free. For more
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
information, call 324-5996 or 967-4452.
For more information, call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793 or 874-8300, A D., of Beauty is a comprehensive pr&pageant and educational seminar for
eK!. 8791 .
prospective pageant contestan.ts feaPool Tournament The Northeast Amaturing information and presentatIOns for
teur Billiard Association of Portland anpageant preparation. Sponsored by the
nounces a Black Tie Amateur Billiard
Miss Grealer Por1land Scholarship Pro Toumament, featuring several different
gram, a non-profrt organization. Feb 24,
divisions of play: Men'sOYerall, Women's
from8am-3 pm, at the Holiday Inn West
Overall, Doubles/ Partners, Handiat EKh8, Westbrook.. Registration begins
capped/Disabled and One Handed. A
at 8 am. Pr&-registration cost is $20 for
$50 entry fee is required for each player
prospective contestants, $15 for chapor team of players in each division.
erones, $25 at the door, and includes a
$15000 in cash and prizes will be given
sit-down lunch . For more information,
aw~y to those finalists who qualily at one
call 767-4666.
01 five playoff locationS. Maine's playoff
wil be held on Feb 16, at 10:30 am, at The Enriched Golden Age Club, 297
Cumberland Ave, Por1land, invites men
Por1 Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
and women 60 years and over to
Playon winners will compete at the Royal
Wednesday luncheons and programs
Sonesla Grand Ballroom on March 15as follows: Feb 20, State Street Jazz
16. For more information, call 775-1944.
Band; Feb 27 , Beau & David Music.
Senior Adult Water Exercl. . Program
Reservations must be made in advance
The City of Por1land is offering classes at
by calling n4-6974.
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave)
every Fridayaftemoon from 12:15-1:15 FI.h Chowder Luncheon. South
Freepor1 Church offers a full chowder
pm. Transportation to and Irom the pool
lunch for $4.50from 11 :30 am-l pm, Feb
is available (a van leaves the Cummings
22. These luncheons are held on the
Center, 134 Congress St, Portland, at
second and fourth Fridays of each month
11 :30 am and returns at 2 pm). Cost IS 75
to benefh the South Freeport Church
cents. For more information , call 874ministries . South Freeport Rd , S .
8870.
Freepor1. For further information. call
Swimming LeMOn. The Portland YMCA
865-3659.
wil be starting a new session of swimming lessons beginning Feb 25. Lesson FI.h Chowder Supper on Feb 15, from
5-7 pm, at St. Ann's Episcopal Church,
times are Tuesday & Thursday , 4-5 pm,
at the comer of River and Windham
or Saturday mornings. For more inforCenter roads, Windham. Cost for adults
mation call 874-1111 .
is $4 . for children $2. For more inforWallyball Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
mation, call 854-9642 .
Club every Thursday at 6:30 pm. People
of all abilities are welcome . Pizza after- The Grand Event is a night on the town
includi ng dancing , a gourmet hors
wards . For more information, contact
d'ouevres buffet, cocktail hour, music,
Walleyban Rand at 799-4013.
silent auction, casino games, and a
spectacular auction featuring $20,000 in
merchandise and selVices and conducted by Bruce BUKton . professional
auctioneer and fine arts appraiser. The
Grand Event is also the biggest benefrt
ever for the Portland JCC (Jewish
CommunityCenter), a non-retigious, nonprofit agency selVing Greater Por1land
for over53 years with community services
and programs for youth. adults and senior citizens. TickelS cost $25 each until
Feb 16, $35 thereafter and at the door.
Dress is black tie optional. For tickats
and information , call the JCC at n21959.
Afro-Brazlll.n Dance Work.hop from The Portland Folk Club meets every first
'congo to Brazil' The Casco Bay Movand thirdTue of every month at7:30 p .m.
ers School of Jazz and Tap Dance will
in the Swedenborgian Church, 302
host a workshop with Carol Dowd and
Stevens Ave , Portland. Pickers and
Nego Gato. The purpose of the workshop
players of every description are enis to introduce students to the African couraged to anend, as well as storytellBrazilian culture and its traditional and
ers and peopte who just want to listen. A
current influence on the music, song,
donation of $1 appreciated . For more
dance and religion of Bahia Brazil. The
information , call n3-9549.
workshop is for all levels of dancers. Feb Pruning Fruit Tree. Maine Audobon
23, from 11 :30am-l pm. It will be held at
Society invites the public to come learn
the studiO, 341 Cumberland Ave , Portabout pruning fruit trees and caring for
land. The cost is $9. On the same day,
an orchard with Freeport horticuhurist
from 1 :30-3 pm, there will also be a
David Emery at Maine Audobon Society's
family class for all ages, also held at the
Mast Landing Sanctuary, Feb 16, from
studio. The cost for children will be $4,
10 am-2 pm. For more information,
for adults 59. For more information or
contact Bob Savage at 781-2330, or
reselVations, call 871-1013.
Gayle Briggs at 846-9299.
Mtranomy Sho_ Southworth Plan- st. Vincent DeP.ul Thrift Shop Winter
etariumastronomyshows, 7pm, Fridays
Clearance Sale starts Feb 16, and runs
and Saturdays; laser tight shows, 8;30
from 10 am-2 pm. Proceeds benefit SI.
pm, Fridays and Saturdays. Southworth
Vincent DePaul Soup Kitchen. The thrift
Planetarium, Science Building, Portland.
shop is located at 305 Congress S~
Admission for adults is $3, for children
Portfand (across from Paul's). Regular
and sen iors 52.50 (children under five
hours are Mon-Fri, from 1-3 pm. For
are not admitted). For reselVations and
more information, call 772-1113.
information on special Sunday presen - Silent Pr_nce for Peace: a few motalions, call 780-4249 . Southworth
ments of silent reflection and prayer will
Planetarium's' After School Thursdays,'
be offered Wednesdays, at 5 :30 pm, at
programs designed for studenlS of all
the Unitarian Universalist Church, 15
ages, are held at 3 :30 pm. Cost IS 52.50.
PleasantSt, Brunswick. For information,
Also good to know : Sky Watch Hot Line,
call 729 -5825.
78(}-4719, features a new message ev- Southem M.lne Slngl . . Social Group
ery week about what's going on in the
meelS on weekends at various locations
heavens.
from Portland to Biddeford. Meet new
CanYII. S_lng Demon.traUon Ed
friends, ages 35 and over. No fees.
Donohoe,saior, boatbuilderandlecturer,
Please call us at 934-1692, 284-9322 or
will be demonstrating the ancient art of
n5-1553.
sewing canvas on Saturdays, from 9 :30 T.rot Reading. will be given at Basics in
am-5 pm, through Feb 16. Donohoe will
Cape Elizabeth (Shore Road) on Feb 17
be in the Peterson Galery of Maine
& 24. Find out more about the forces
Maritime Museum (243 Washington St,
currendy active in your tife. Fee is $25 for
Bath) , eKplaining mal1in spike seamanan hour-tong reading . Call Basics, at
ship. The museum is open 9 :30 am-5 pm
767-2803, for more information.
daily; admission is charged. Cal 443Women'.
the.rt. Dllllce Feb 16,
1316 for more information.
8-12 pm, at the State Street Church,
The C.pt.ln'. Ball - An Affair of the
Portland. Chemfree, refreshments, with
He.rt The Por1land Community Chamdeejay Sheila. Please try to wear softberof Commerce present "The Captain's
soled shoes; the church IIoor is easily
Ball: a rolicking, romantic shipboard
marred. $5 in advance, $6 at the door.
evening 10 benefit the Preble Street Resource Center. Feb 23 at the Sonesta
Hotel (157 High St. Por1land). With dinner and dancing to music by The Red
Light Revue, liw entel1ainment at The
BoalSwain's Cabaret and The Captain's
OWn · Win, Lose or Draw Casino.' Tickets: $65 per person, $125 per couple.
Semi-formal attire. To reselVe your berth ,
call n2-2811 .
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You don't have to own
a downtown boutique

ETC

••• to advertise in
Casco Bay Weekly.
RUSSEll TURNER, cleans the bathrooms,
shovels the snow, turns on the ligtlts and owns
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. It's a bar that
doesn't take life too seriously.
But because Raoul's sits a few miles out Forest
Avenue - off the beaten track for some
Portlanders - Russell takes his advertising very
seriously. That's why he bought an ad in the first
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. And that's why he's
run an ad in every issue since.
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"A small storefront restaurant so unpretentious in appearance that
you would never drop in unless y,0u knew. Now you ~w.
Alberta's is one of New England's. best s~ots fer sophISticated,
exciting food from splendid local mgredlents.
Connoisseur, March 1990

f':?: i ~.t.rl ~
>

aw..

"We can't say enoudl good things about Pordand~s Anest.
.
restaurant. On our fast visit, the London brOIl braised m olive OIl
was spoon-tender, and our saute.ed c!,ichn breast in lime and green
chili sauce provided an ambrostal Citrus Jolt. No matter how many
times we go, the melody lingers on."
•
New England Monthly, April 1990
<
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Casco Bay Weekly
personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

1·900·646·4646

personals

A gaggle of girls seeks a bevy of
boys for giggles and babbles . Please
be chem-free, good at juggling, playful and chivalrous. Bring two friends
for a triple date! CBW BOx 543. 'fi"

5089.
Chern-free SWM sseks woman
counterpart 30's and 40's to spend
time with. If you do not define a person by job-tide or posess ions but
rather by who they are and their life's
journey. Let's meet. P.O Box 9715113, Portland, Maine 04104. 'fi"
5088.
DWF looking for $10M 40-55 good
natured, truthful, sensitive, communicative, physically fit, sociable,
healthy, aesthetic, caring and nonaddicted professional with a joy for
living desiring a monagamous
relationship with ME! I'm considered
attractive with all the above attributes
and a big smile . I like theater,
movies, xc-skiing, books, hiking,
massage, carpentry, intelligent discussion and singing. Photo appreciated; I'll return mine! CBW Box
526

Desperately seeking contact and
friendship with other persons interested in Wicca as a religion. Only
serious persons interested in the
good or positive aspects of Wicca
need reply. CBW Box 527.
Desperately
seeking
slinky
groundhog from skidmore. We danced around each other, literally and
figuratively. How about lunch? Drop
me a note at Box 7938 DTS,
Pordand 0411 2.
Exceptional, attractive, unihibited
couple delights in satisfying all fantasies both our and yours. Fun, sensual , spontaneous atmosphere with
Jacuzzi, etc. .. Come to us with
electrifying apprehension - float
away from us on a cloud. Photos get
first replies. CBW Box 541 . 'fi" 5079.
HMM (Happily Married Male) looking
for a new way to tell his bride of one
year that he is extremely fortunate to
have met her and finds her inner and
outer beauty a source of inspiration.
Send suggestions AJS.
Healthy young male (26) with mothballed ship desires 2nd mate (BiF
20-40) who would enjoy sailing the
oil slicks in search of accommodating 3rd mate (BiF 20-40). Must have
current passport certifying health and
enjoy going around the world. CBW
Box 522
SWM 31 Photogenic, looking for a
female photographer for hiking,
beach walks, modeling, friendship
and almost anylhing . If you think all
the world is a studio, then I want to
get into your shutter. 'fi" 5087

IFDMS (Incredibly Free Dancing
Male Spirit) Attractive, super-safe,
sensitive, wise, self~teemed, f~
and chern-free seeks new friends for
roller skating, hiking and etc. Are you
attractive, f~, creative, willing to
grow, self-<:Ollfident, free and affectionate? Isolators and wimps OK, if
you are willing to change. Send
phone number and note to P.O. Box
704, Bath, ME 04530.
S. Lesbian 40 wants to meet other S.
Lesbians . Are you between the ages
of 30-45 with clear boundaries , able
to laugh at yourself, enjoy being social, comfortable with your sexuality?
I have a positive outlook and energy.
Willing to risk! What do you want?
Write today. CBW Box 537.
SWM 40 seeks chern-free, nonsmOking s/DF 30-50 for firm
relationship and possible marriage. I
enjoy flee markets, music and being
at home. I'm kind, gende and a onewoman man. Photo and phone number requested. P.O. Box 4382,
Portland, ME 04101.
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RESPONDING TO AN AD
WITH PERSONAL CALL® SERVICE:
Using PERSONAL CA LL to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal
ads is fast and funl
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay
Weekly personal column and circle lhe ads that interest you .
The small telephone symbol-.. - nex1 to the four digit numbertells
you the person has PERSONAL CALL®service. With PERSONAL
CALL®you don't have 10 listen to one message after another until
you find someone you'd liketo meet, (unless you choose to). These
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears in
Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date of the paper you're reading!
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-3702041 .
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four dign number of the ad lhat interests you. You will
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and
another and another .... Of the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet
on line. you can still leave your response.)
The cost for using PERSON AL CAL~o respond to Casco Bay
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and will appear on
your telephone bill under "Prsnlcall.·
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touchtone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions or feedbeck about PERSONAL CALL®
, just call us at 775-6601 . Wa like to hear from you.

Mature, good looking , healthy, successful gendeman, seeks attractive
lady
for
possible
long
term
relationship, for fun living, love and
travel. I'm daliy very assertive, but
enjoy being submissive in private . All
sincere
inquiries acknowledged.
Please send current photo and
phone. P.O. Box 1951, Portland, ME
04104 'fi" 5078

So last week I gave you the opportunity to write my next-doorneighbor...this week I will give you
the opportunity to call her... BUT
FIRST a litde more info about her...
she giving or herself, she likes to
play with life and yet treat it seriously,
but most of all she's for real! Are
you? To Be Continued ... CBW Box
542, 'fi" 5090.

My playpen 's empty I Attractive BiF,
27, needs playmate for Fun 'N
Games. Like to leam and teach new
games. Bring toys for my sandbox.
'fi" 5086.
Man Seeks
545, 'fi" 5091

Buddha,

CBW

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinema!

SWM-35 handsome, never married,
intelligent, laid back, honest, loves
animals, very affectionate caring
gentleman seeks an attractive
woman 25-45 with same qualities
and who plays no head games for a
serious relationship. Respond with
photo, phone number and brief letter.
CBW Box 540 "lr 5076

A gaggle of girls seeks a bevy of boys for
giggles and babbles, Please be chern-free,
good at juggling, playful and chivalrous.
Bring two friends for a triple date!
CBW Box 543 'D' 1445
-

MWF 28 seeks gentleman companionship. Enjoys dancing, dining,
walks on the beach and conversation, Photo appreciated. PO Box
401 , Standish, ME 04084.

If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals,
your ad is automatically entered in the PERSONAL OF THE
WEEK contest. We are looking for ads that are creative, witty
and fun . W inners will receive their tickets in the mail.

Box

U.tan to thousand. of Voica Ada recorded
by SEX¥ Man & Woman who want to
maat YOU - CAll US NOWI It'. fun - auy
end include. Volcamell few axtra privacy.
$2/min. More info: 305-5654455 Ext. 5713

Where Are The

REAL GIRLS

Single Men?

IN MAINE
1-900-860-3377

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!!!
Must

$3/mln,
be 18 years

NEED A FRESH OUTLOOK?? I am
a metaphysical practitioner, well versed in Vipassana meditation, Jungian concepts, astrology, A Course in
Miracles, tarot, ACoA, Gurdjieff. Ed
Chanin, 883-9255.

THERAPISTS
and
BODYWORKERS: lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available , fully set up, attractive treatment room. Interoffice
referrals possible . Daily and hourly
rates . Please call Jeremy at 7755020, Acupuncture Health Care.
Womb Wisdom : A Gathering of
Women . In these six weekly classes
we will reclaim a 30,000 year tradition of feminine wisdom through imagination, intuition and sharing our
stories. Starting Feb. 27. Kathleen
Luke, MA Therapy for Women. Call
7994927.

LlVE-ONE..QN..QNE!
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, irs the only number you 'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.
Sensual and soothing hot oil body
massage. In-call and out-call, 7
dayslWeek, 10 am-l am. MlF dancers also available . 775-1795.
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- pal club call
702-451 -3070 and leave your mailing address.

Life transitions,groups,
individual consulting
- Relationships
Couples, families

- dinical Hypnosis

874-0681
23 West St. Portland
892-7464

Lillie FaUs Chiropractic

(Ii:'!

ROXANNE H. BRACKETT, D.C.

'tit'Certified Acupuncturist
21 Sebago Lake Rd., Gorham, Maine

DR. CHERYL FITCH-SOHN
If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.
You see, we're not just another
dating service. We're Compatibles.

• Wholistic Family Health Care • Network Chiropractic •
- Applied Clinical Kinesiology •
Complimentary examination for new patients

Chiropractic Center of Portland - 774-9666

CaU TodDy for a Personal Interview

New Group for Women Who Overeat

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

• Attemative to the 12-step approach We will meet Tuesdays, beginning
• Emphasis on feelings. not food
March 5 from 7:45-9:15 a.m.
'Indivldual counseling available
The cost is $75. per month.

MWtM<W~

Lisa Bussey, MA Certifllld Eating Disorder Therapist

Compatibles

775-7927

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah]. Bulley, LCSW

"The Dating Service That Care,"

Phychotherapist
BARTLE BY: Bob Dylan, bracelets
and butterflies, beginnings, breath.
Zooey and Sara and D. Jane, dandelions and ' Don't forget the milk.' I
love you as breath itself. I love your
breath and the words we speak
together and what we have created
together and the love we speak
every day and the trueness of every
moment with you . I am honoured to
have been your monkeywrench. I am
honoured that I am the one you
chose .

DiaI1-900~370-2041

RATES

.

All charges are per week.

Punk-N , Happy Heart shaped pepperoni pizza day to you once again. I
love you more and more everyday.
Thanks for giving me a chance - Ace.

Up to 30 words

$

31-45 words

11 .00

46-60 words

15.00

Spoonz - you handsome devil. When
it comes to romance, you're the cat's
meow. Love and kisses, adoringly,
Suki & Willow.
To my STUD MUFFIN... Although
times have been aliWe rough lately, I
am so thankful for you . I want
you ....with me that is, well ...that too!
Let make a ..... its time! I love you!
To my frenetic drummer you make AIIofmywishes come true. Love L and
Sophie. xoxo.
To the sexiest dyke alive - your
beauty puts the hets to shame.
You're sweet, smart and wonderful
(and punctual). Here's my heart on
Valentine's Day. Love, Spaz.
Wonderful KACH, in, I reel. Much,
too much, more than a meal. Silky,
smooth , milky, creamy hot, so hot,
wicked steamy. Lumps and bumps
watch them taa-toes whom's this
from? Only you knows. Be mine.

Each additional word
after 60

Large 2 bedroom - One Street from
USM. Rent $325 includes all utilities
and laundry. Must like cats. Call
Andrew at 775-1365, leave message.

M'F, non-smoker, for large 3 bedroom near USM. Living room , dining
room, kitchen, porch, one bath,
hardwood floors. Oil heat, gas water,
No pets. $1921month, plus . 871 B039 .
Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+ to share charming
3-bedroom house on West-End.
Must be neat, responSible and open
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker.
WID Hook-up. $375.month + utilities.
Call 774-7224.
Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+ to share charming
3-bedroom house on West-End.
Must be neat, responsible and open
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker.
WID Hook-up. $375.month + utilities.
Call 774-7224.
Recovering woman seeks nls female
roommate. 2 rooms plus 112 bath in
upstairs of South Freeport home.
Partial waterview. Wooded area.
$350 ... 1/2 utilities. 865-4584.
Recovering woman seeks nls female
roommate . 2 rooms plus 1/2 bath in
upstairs of South Freeport home.
Partial waterview. Wooded area.
$350 ... 112 utilities. 865-4584.

871-9256

24 hours a day 99¢1min

rates and fine print

Happy Valentine's Day to the Angel
in the Boy-suit. My toes will never by
the same! xoxo.

Spike - Despite 14 years and a lot of
whitewater under the bridge, I still
get weak in the knees when I look at
you. Valentine be mine tonight. Love,
Ann .

Insurance Reimbursable

PERSONAL CALL®

Four bedroom apt wi 2 M, 1F needs
1F. $1501month + deposit. On Falmouth Rd , across from USM. Call
775-0347 after 6 pm.

Resonsible adult to share large,
sunny beautifully-restored Victorian
apartment on Eastem Prom with two
men. Water views, washerldryer.
$300 + 1/3 utlilities. Leave message
774-3013.

• Life Transition' Gllithd Re-P"mtting
• Self Esteem/Empowerment

It's quick, it's easy,

Discreet GM seeking clean, responsible roommate MlF to share spacious East End 2 br apt. $242.50 includes heat. Sorry, I smoke. Please
call 761-4091 .

MlF non-smoker to share large Morning Street apt. with water view, lots of
windows, and Gooch the cat. Great
place. $300 includes heat and hot
water, 773-5282.

- Adolescents

By Appointroont

Comfortable two bedroom apartment
to share with responsible individual.
On Brackett SI. close to Good Day
Market. Down to earth, artistic environment. Will split $420. rent
monthly. Call Scon. 761-7901.

M'F Roommaate : Ocean Ave,
Portland. Large, two-bedroom , dining
room, woodslove, WID hookup. New
wall-to-wall carpet, floors, paint, offstreet parking . $250lmonth + 112
utilities. 879-2560 evenings.

-Men

ROLFING: The cadillac of bodywork;
a process of intense change. Offered
by a competent caring and gentle
practitioner. Appointments available
in Gardiner and Brunswick. Call Noel
Clark 582-4580 .

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE . Enjoy a
Special Valentine Offer: 5 massages
for the price of 4. Relax, reduce
stress and ease tension . Sliding
scale. Pam Richards A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-0638.

FOR THE LADIES 1 to 100 Degrees
will provide you with custom hot oil
or cool powder massage by a
professional, good looking young
man. 24-hour out call service. Call
for further details 892- 1429.

RICK LYNCH, M.A.
COWlSeling Services

Persian Gulf War Spiritual Support
Group, ongoing,
non-denominational, non-political. Tuesdays, 7-8
pm, Unity Church of Portland, 16
Columbia Rd. Oust off Brighton Ave.
at Rosemont Corner). Call 774-3535.

TAROT READINGS - Give your inner
truths a voica. Clarify where you are
and where you're headed. Call
Jeanne 799-8648 .

old

dating services

HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL~
a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers!
Ask for PERSONAL C/\ LL service when you place your Casco
BayWeekly personal ad . Then, you'll receive your own PERSONA L
CALL® number and security code. so you can call a FREE 800
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative!
You can change your message as often as you like to satisfy the
whim of the moroon!.
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people
responding to leave theirtelephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address.
When you call the BOO number and enter your PERSONAL CALL®
number and your private security code, the system will immediately
tell you how many new responses you have. From there,justfollow
the easy prompts. You'll press lto record your greeting or press 2
to hear your responses.
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to
listen to your responses for uptothree weeks after your ad appears
in the paper.

MWM, 46, independent means,
recendy arrived from New York with
invalid wife. Seeks s/MF, any age or
size with equivalent void in her life
for discreet and demonstrative
relationship. Non-smoker preferred.
Kindy address letters 10: Box 10646,
Portland, ME 04104.

Are you looking for a therapist? Jane
Gair, MSW, is opening her practice in
Portland. Licensed Clinical Social
individual
and
family
Worker,
therapy. Special interest in people in
recovery. 774-4103.
Massage Therapy - Karen Austin ,
M.A., L.M .T. Licensed massage
therapist. Alleviate back pain, neck
and shoulder stiffness, TMJ , sinus
problems, headaches, sciatia, stress.
Gift certificates available. 7 days a
week. 865-0072.

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
'I've got the empty romantic blues.' If
you
are
an
attractive,
trim,
educatedlbright, mentally f~, goalarected,
honest,
monogamous,
spontaneous
and
affectionately
romantic
S1DWF,
then
this
handsome, passionate and sensitive
41 DWM Portlander, professional
needs to get togther with you for
evenings on the town, quiet times at
home and outdoor activities. Send
me a photo and your dreams to
CBW Box 544.

roommates

body & soul

dating services
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for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601
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DEADLINES

Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p,m,
POLICY

CBW will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services lor money or
goods, or ads with purely sexual content. CBW will not print full nam.es,
street addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSO.N TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must either prOVide a Post Office BOI
number in their ad or use the CBW BOI Service . All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right to calagorize, rei use or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?

A word is considered a word when it has a space on both sides. A phone
number is one word. Punctuation is ffte.

ERRORS

CBW shall not be liable for any typographical errors, omissions, or changes

in the ad which do no allect the value or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning.

REFUNDS
ClassHied ads are non-refundable. Credit will be issued when a viable error
has been determ ined ,

Name

Category - - - - - -

Address

Total Number of Words ________

City, Zip

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

Phone (days), _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _ _ _ _

+ Extra Words at _ _CEach

WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay Weekly & Maine Times One-St~p Shopping SJI~clal.
Please call
to give me advertiSing
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.
Bring or mail ads with payment
Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept,
551 A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
Sat 12-3
or call 715-6601

CBW Box $5 . 00/Wk __----:-:--_
Personal
Check One
COST

Call~

No

_-'C""h""ar....
Qe"---

,,,0 100

PER WEEK _ _ _ __

Multip Iy cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL

10:

DUE _____

Please call me with
One-Stop Shopping Info

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card

_ _ _ __

0

0 VISA
0 MasterCard
#_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date _ _ __
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apts/rent
Scarborough - Efficiency. Cable,
HBO. all utilities. $801week. 883·

by Lynda Barry

DO you TEL L Tfi E TRvTH Of '(ouI<

FEElINGS OR DO 'You SAY'THINGS ARE
ALL RI6HT EXCEPT WE ALL MISS'
WAA1" DO Yov WRITE IN A l-E1\"101!.. To A SoLDlr~~
PLEAS. DON'l GET K\\.~£D? PLEASE DON'T KILL
SOME ONE elSE? OR: OOP.IToS Gars A NEW

fI..Avofl,.

,------------i

'YOU:IS IT DETAILS Yov SHOULD TELL'?
LlKE"T1-1E'( ARE CLoSING DoWN nll,
FROSTEE FR!'.E'Z.E 6'1' THE JUNIOR HIGH·
OR IS l"f OK 10 ASK QUESTiONS LIKE
"WI-\'CN A f'Ell-SoN ORo\'>S A BOMS

' !JOE 5 Ht. EVt.R FEEL nAP?~

o

4860.
Stevens Ave. - Nice location, spa.
cious 2 bedroom with kitchen, bath,
dining , livingroom, parking and fully
maintained by owner. Rent $525/mo,
plus utilitites. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Call SPECTRUM, INC> at
797-<)223.
Old Port Arms - Lower Exchange SI.
- Unique 1 bedroom apts. now available. Variety of styles incl ude 2
levels with loft. Spacious rooms, fully
applianced
kitchens .
Rents
$425/month plus utilities. Section 8
vouchers welcome. For more information please call SPECTRUM, INC.
797-0223.
Park Ave. Small. fumished, 1 room
efficiency with full bath in secure and
well
maintained building . Only
$300/month . All utilities included.

South Windham· Two bedroom, eal ..
in kitchen, livingroom, full bath, carpetted, parking , laundry on premises,
security deposit $500/month plus
electricity, no dogs . n3-3642.
Sunset Apts. - Located in Gray, only
20 minutes from Portland. Beautiful 1
bedroom apts. available from $425,
heat included. Cathedral ceilings,
deck, storage, parking and more.
Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call
SPECTRUM, INC. 657-3635 or 6478970.
Western Prom - Two rooms with river
view to rent. Shared priveledge of
squash courts, kitchen and bath.
Non·smoker,
utilities
included.
Daytime 774-2686, evening 879 ..
0182.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

n4-6363.

offices/rent
TI\E PRESIOENi SA~S WE MVST FIGHT
OVI:f!. TI-1I':ll-e. BECAVSE Yi.f ARE ~I

~

IF HE

WI-\ICI-\ SEEMS So

TO

FAl<E"'l'

To ME.

MAl<E ?~OPLE

BMB
AND GET BOM~ep HE COVLD AT LEAS,,BE FOR REAL ABOUI THE ~EASON.
EvEN A S1UPID ~EAsoN~ BenfR THAN
1$ GOING

A fAKE ovr. r-r<"""~~~r:<\l~~-I

THE GVY I'M W'!tITIN&TO I MIKr, WJ\WTS
TO KNOW WHAT ~VER~SODIj IS THINKING
ABOVT THE WAR · WI..\lCj; PEOPLI' SHOVLP

I TELL

HIM

ABoVT? MR. LVOERMIjER WHo

SA~S P~Op THE A-BOMB? O~ THE ONES
WHO THINK \'1\1 A n<AITOR. TO PeA(.E

fop.. EveR EveN WIl.ITINGMIKE'? oP.

SHOVLD I JUST Do LIKE OV~ PR.ESIDENT

AND SAY 1\\E fAI<E

our

TI--\INC, IS GR.eAT,MIKE.

WOP-DS OF: E.VEP.~'

THERAPISTS AND
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available, fully set up, at·
tractive treatment room . Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily or hourly
rates. Please call Jeremy at n55020, Acupuncture Health Care.

Therapists wanted to form referral
group, and share sunny, attractive,
and fully furnished office space in
Woodfords corner, Portland. $7 per
hour. Add hours as needed. Dr.
Robinson 773-5573 .

real estate

music lessons
GUITAR AND MANDOLIN LES ..
SONS Country, blues and rock
guitar. Beginning and intermediate
levels. Mandolin lessons tool Call
Lex Luthier Custom Guitars al 761·
8084.
Coaching on Voice
Technique & Production

Student Rat_

Voice & Piano Lessons
Beginners. Intermediates
Broadway
Classical

Opera

Moll .... of Muaic

_
-"7272

wanted
Male Personal Care Assistant avail·
able to elderly, disabled , etc. Will
provide companion, care, c:ook!ng,
transportation, shoppmg, cleanIng.
etc. Reasonable rates. Excellent
references . n3-8024.

BUYING ROLEX
DAYTONA' COSMOGRAPH

18k. S40OQ-7!100

GOING JVSl GREAT
Aho buying Patelo: Philippe , Vdcheron

& Cru,!.tantin . AlJdl'lI1dr P;guet, Mov!ldo
lifldny, Gvbl'lin, lecoultre. Bril't1ng .. ms,t llIOoe1s of th~~e timpp'''ce'i.
Call Anfti"* 71>1-00,5
By ",ppt.

employment
roommates
Resonsible adult to share large,
sunny beautifully-restored Victorian
apartment on Easterrl Prom with two
men. Water views, washer/dryer.
$300 ... 1/3 utlilities. Leave message

n4-3013.
Roommate MlF N/S to share spacious West End apartment. $250 a
month ... 112 utilities. 879 ..9068.
Roommate wanted for a hardwood,
three .. bedroom
Victorian
with
fireplace . MlF, nonsmoker preferred.
$250 ... 1/3 utilities monthly. 7617013.
Roommate wanted to share large
Saco house. You get 3 rooms.
cablelHBO, washer/dryer, partially
furnished, pets welcome. all utilities
included. $751wk or $300 month.
282"()381 , leave message.
Wouldn't you prefer a bright, homey
apartment,
nice
neighborhood,
pleasant roommate and a good
landlord? If you are a non·smoking
female , look no further! $340 in ..
cludes all but reasonable oil. On bus
line near BrightonlSlevens
My
schedule varies, so call 761 -3855
anytimel
, J
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Yarmouth Colonial , 6 room apt. Huge
beautiful ,
sunny,
pine
floors
throughout. Near Royal River Park.
15 min. 10 downtown Brunswick,
Portland.
Quiet
considerate
housemate
seeks
same.
$43O/month . Call 729 .. 1199 (d) 846 ..
5103 (e).

apts/rent
Lovely 1 bedroom apartment with
office. First floor of 2 famUy house.
Quiet street. Garage, huge yard, ex·
ceQent storage. Near Westbrook coIle9l1. $600 plus utilities, heal,
security. Available 311 . 878-5841
Meadowbrook Apartments - Spacious,
modern,
2
bedroom
apartments available. WIW carpe~
disposal, dishwasher, ample parking,
extra storage. Affordable rents. Section 8 vouchers welcome. CaP 7970223, SPECTRUM, INC.

apts/rent
Apartmenl for Rent - Gorham. Two
bedrooms, nice location , 2nd floor of
Viclorian House, easy commute.
$550 + sec. 892-5356 .
CUMBERLAND CENTER Charming
2 bedroom apartmenl with hardwood
floors, ample storage and low heating costs. $500Imonth. Large , sunny
1 bedroom apartment also availabe
for $425/month . 865·6473.
Cumberland Ave. - Large , two-room
efficiency with bath for quiet person,
2nd floor, laundry on premises, parking, all utilities included, no dogs.
$325/month. Bob 871"()498.
Daytime n4-2689, evening 879 ..
0182.
Danforth St near High St. Modest
1st floor, I-bedroom, wood floors,
galley kilchen, on·site launay.
$36O/month. Heat and hot water included. 774~363.
East End. Small, cute, carriage
house apt. Quiet location. Available
March 1 for single nonsmoker.
$35O/month. Call n2-2982.
Forest Ave. - Spacious 2 bedroom
apartments available, $425 and $450
utilities.
Fully
applianced
plus
kitchen, recently remodeled. Section
8
vouchers
welcome.
Call
SPECTRUM, INC. 797"()223.
Gray· 112 Duplex in a country setting. Close to Portland. Two bed ..
rooms, wId hook-up, all applianced,
deck, parking. Rent is $5251mo. plus
utilities. Call SPECTRUM at 657 ..
3635 or 647-8970.
Gray . Landview Apts . now has
available
spacious
1 bedroom
apartments. Located 1 .. 1/2 miles
from downtown Gray. Several unique
styles. Beautiful scenic View. wlw
carpe~ parking . Rents range from
$4251mo. to $525/mo. plus utilities.
Sections 8 vouchers welcome.
Please
call
657-3635,
9-12
weekdays.
Scarborough . Efficiency. Cable,
HBO, all utilities. $801week. 883·

4860.

.
Old Orchard Beach . Sunny, bright,
2-bedroom apt. Newly renovated,
new kitchen and bath, dishwasher,
wlw carpet, sundeck, right near
beach. $4951month . n3-5573.
Gray - 1/2 Duplex in a country setting. Close to Portland. Two bedrooms, wId hook ..up, aU applianced,
deck, parking. Rent is $5251mo. plus
utilities. Call SPECTRUM at 657·
3635 or 64 7-8970.

Gray - Landview Apts. now has
available spacious
1 bedroom
apartments. Located 1 - 112 miles
from downtown Gray. Several unique
styles. Beautiful scenic view, wlw
carpet, parking . Rents range from
$4251mo. to $5251mo. plus utilities.
Sections 8 vouchers welcome.
Please
call
657-3635,
9-12
weekdays.
Lovely 1 bedroom apartment with
office. First floor of 2 family house.
Quiet street. Garage, huge yard, ex·
cellent storage. Near Westbrook college. $600 plus utilities, heat,
security. Available 311 . 878-5841
Meadowbrook Apartments - Spa·
cious,
modern,
2
bedroom
apartments available. WIW carpet,
disposal, dishwasher, ample parking,
extra storage. Affordable rents. Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call 797·
0223 , SPECTRUM, INC.

Old Port Arms - Lower Exchange SI.
- Unique 1 bedroom apts. now available. Variety of styles include 2
levels with loft. Spacious rooms, fully
applianced
kitchens .
Rents
$425/month plus utilities. Section 8
vouchers welcome. For more infor·
mation please call SPECTRUM, INC.
797"()223.
Park Ave. 1 bedroom, top lloor. Quiet
secure building, spacious living room
with wood floors, galley kitchen,
launay on premises. $405Imonth.
Heal and hot water included. n4 ..

6363.
Room to rent. Casco recently
remodelled home, ideal scenic location near pond. Heated, wId, use of
kitchen. %591week. 655-2022.

BAYWOOD TOWNHOUSES, 1 & 2 Bedroom units in a peaceful setting
in one of Maine's preniest towns. Each has a private entrance, patio,
storage shed, w/ w carpet, good closet space, fully applianced kitchen, w/
d hookup (also laundry facilities on premises.) Starting at $545 .
On Pleasant St., off Rt. 88

studio/rent
ArtislS' Studios .. All inclusive, wonderful aealive atmosphere. Starting
at $IOO1month . From darkrooms to
suites. Beautiful views! 799·4759 or
799-7890. Call anytime.

Responding to a
Casco Bay Weekly
Personal Ad
has never been easier...

"B'

PERSONAL
CALL®
D ial 1-900-370-2041

24 hours a day 99¢/min

learning
CELEBRATING THE DREAM An
Experiential Workshop for learning
ways to understand and integrate
creams in daily living and for healing.
Friday evening Feb 22 and all day
Saturday, Feb 23. $50 fee. Register
early as group size is limited. Call
Barbara Hare Noonan 772-1896.
Pottery Classes at Studio 132,
Portland are a great way to have fun.
Affordable prices, expanded hours,
individual instruction and personal
satisfaction. Come join us! n2-4334 .
Tai Chi Chuan Ongoing classes,
Tues. evenings 6 :30-7 :30 at The
Dance
Studio.
Main
Street,
Westbrook. Instructor Don Labbe.
854-9257.

CLASSICAL BEllY GRAMS
By)anitra

• All occasions
parties - anniversaries birthdays · etc.

282-5374

CHECKING
ACCOUNT
OVERDRAWN? Leam how to balance your
checkbook. Easy to read instructions
and simplified worksheets. $9.95.
Two Plus Two, P.O. Box 2256, S.
Portland. ME 04106.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. n4·2159 anytime.
Cooking. Meals prepared in your
home ahead of time, ready for table,
just heat and serve. Over 10 years
experience cooking in home, USA
and England. Grocery shopping also.
767-1036.
FREELANCE
ADVERTISING
COPYWRITER who wears many
halS. Writer, Art Director, Production
Coordinator and more! Creative
catalogs. brochures, newspapers
and magazine ads. Reasonable
hourly rates. Call Kurt Hebert, 828 ..
0949.
Going on vacation? What about the
pets? the house? I will care for both!
Deb aI797-565O.

Services Four offers income tax
preparation,
bookkeeping
and
secretarial
services
at
854
Broadway, S. Portland. Stop by or
can 799-2599. Reasonable rates, inquiries welcome.
TAX PREPARATION : Excellent rales
prompt and reliable service. also
word processing available: general,
medical and legal. Call anytime n26620 for appointment or estimate
ask for Caroline, evenings and
weekends available .

$200-$500
WEEKLYAssemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direcl. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording _ 801 ·3792900 Exl. MDI15H.

YARMOUTH

Portland. New 3-bedroorn ranch.
Energy efficient. Was $119,900.
Reduced. Must sell, $84,900. By
owner. 774 ..4663, leave message .

biz services

Oddly Alternative, a Junior Achievement company, provides services to
the community. We will do anything
you would like us to do Irom shoveling, cleaning, basements, windows,
your car, etc. Anything 10 make your
life easier! Call days at 781-5013,
evenings at n4 .. 9759.
Steel 51500-3000
14k 52000-5000

EVEfl.';jT\-\ING IS

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine
508-356-9376
Polarity Therapy is the healing
science of aligning the liVing
energy fields of the body. It is the
healing art of recognizing and
working with the life force to bring
about the highest level of clarity,
Inner truth and Vitality.
Our 160 hour Polarity Therapy
Certmcatlon Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months,
beginning March. The program
covers all aspecls of Polarity
Therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.
Approved by Maine Dept. Ed .
Nurses CEUs. Member APIA..
A BMP affiliated school.
Please call for information .

$40.000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts . Fill out simple "like/don't like"
lorm. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacation.
Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording .
801 .. 379-2925 Ext. MEI15B.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts . Fill out simple "like/don 't like"
form . EASY! Fun. relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Labor shortage,
guaranteed paycheck. Also Corrections. ..
$30,000,
Read
TV
Scripts .. .$5O,OOO,
Number
Make
In ..
Pages ...$21 ,000,
dex... $30,000.
FREE
24
Hour
Recording.
801 -379-2925
Ext
MG115B Hurry! Offer ends soon!
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES : Learn
this trade, we send instructions.
parts, and check lor assembly. Call
(404) 426-0672 Ext. W3027.
CAMPAIGN COORDINATOR Statewide coalition seeks person to
coordinate
activities.
Necessary
skills include : campaign experience,
grassroots organizing, coalition building, volunteer mobilization , strong
writing and speaking. Must be a self
starter and independent worker.
Starting $3OO/wk. Send leiter and
resume by February 25 to : Cam ..
paign for Sensible Transportation.
136 Commercial St., Portland. ME
04101.
EXCITING opportunity - Teaching
skin care, nail care and make.. up
classes for reputable national cosmetics firm . Training available .
Several positions open. For interview
contact Tom at 773-9063.

31

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
• QUICK REFUNDS·
Many Returns Completed
While You Wait
• Reasonable
• Experienced
• Prompt
• Confidential
• Bookkeeping
FOT estimate or appoinmunt,
calL John Hudson at

772·1199
7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week
6'1ELECTRONIC

I!.6TAX FlUNG

With E's
Each of the typefaces at the
right has a name that more or
less describes it. See how many
you can identify.
-

American Typewriter

11 Neon

-Ivy League
- Old English
-Stack
- Brush Script
-Domino

7 Dana St., Portland

1.

-L.CD.
-Scimitar
-Croissant
-Stencil
- Television
- Masquerade
-Rush
-Ringlet
- Pin Ball
-Sampler
-Rope
-FIeurdon
-Smile
-Data
-Xerxes
-Rickshaw
-Marquee
-Lariat
- Quicksilver
-Shatter
-Rustic
Chromium One
-Fingers

,-c

11.

Cart you solve the Real
Puzzle? There i s a 520 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives
free admission for two to
Broken Men on Feb . 23 at
Raoul ' s Road side Attraction.
Drawings are done at random.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

e
E \Ii;

16.

12.

•
17.

~~
22.

21.

L

26.
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15.

14.

13.

B E....
20.

19.

18.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Gennan
Russian (Cyrillic)
Hebrew
Greek
Arabic
Japanese
Annenian
Chinese
Thai
10) Hindi (Devanagari)

...... ...

•••••••

••

::..:

=

25.

24.

23.

EEE&5
27.

29.

28.

30.

in the Feb . 28 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a
four· w eek span . Only one
entry is allowed per person per
week.
All entries for this week' s
puz zle must be received by
Wed ., Feb 20. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear

Real Puzzle #56
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

B

This week Brian Treadway of
South Portland should watch
his language while he's dining
at Alberta's. (He should also
clarify the cryptic message he
wrote on the back of his puzzle
solution.) Conor Quinn of
Portland will listen, with a
friend, to the musical language
of Broken Men at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction on Feb . 23.

OK, now cover your other eye.
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1988 Fisher Racing Compo Skis
2OO's, $50. 1988 NB Nordica Racing
Boot, 8 men's, $75. 1989 Women's
Solomon SX82, Rec. Ski Boots, 335 ..
10 size, $60. Call 761"()326.

Girls Wanted from Portland and sur ..
rounding areas, between the ages of
9-19, to compete in this year's 2nd
Annual MISS PRE-TEEN & TEEN
1991 Portland PAGEANTS, Over
$15,000.00 in prizes and scholarships including an all-expense paid
trip 10 Nationals in Orlando, Fl. Call
for information 1-800-345-2330 ext.
1352.

Build a profitable, recession -proof
business in 6 .. 12 months, part-time,
with environmental products that
everyone needs and less that 8%
have. Pleasel If you have the desire
and motivation to duplicate your income or better your income in the
next 6-12 months, Call (207) 721 0682. This is a fun business. When
you call, ask for Steve.

Buy Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles,
Computers , Even Houses Dirt Cheap
for yourself or resale from U.S
Government. FREE 24-hour Informa·
tion Holline call207-871-On2.

Massage
Table
Prolessional
Oakworks Deep Bodywork, portable.
Headpiece, bolster and carrying
case. 773-9513 or 775-1105 (mes·
sage).

Postal jobs, $11 .41-$14 .90lhour. For
exam and application information call
1-800-999 ..9838. ext. ME 112, 8:00
a.m . . 8:00 p.m ., 7 days. Refundable
fee.

Marketing. I am looking for a special
person who wants big rewards in
both financial and management
growth and who is willing 10 accept a
challenge. Call 871-9030.

Get better grades with WHERE
THERE'S A WILL THERE'S AN "A."
VHS videos and manual nationally
sold for $90. Only $50. Call n4·
1938.

wheels
FREE! FREE! FREE! Junk car
removal. Any condition, car carriers
available. Call 774"()268.

CHEAP! FBVU .S. SEIZED 84 VW...
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mer·
cedes ... $tOO. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals
Details 801 ..379-2929 Ext. MJ115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
DRUGLORD TRUCKSI ...$I00. 84
Bronco...$5O. 89 Blazer... $150. 75
Jeep CJ ... $50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2930 Ext.
MK115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright
I'm selling my baby! '80 FIAT XU9, 2
seater, Ml0 engine, 5-speed. convertible, owned by Fiat mechanic
and loaded with toys. Low mileage,
excellent throughout. Needs a new
fanatic. 846·3834.
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wheels
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(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was rect ntly

stuff for sale
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Solution to Real Puzzle #56

DAVID A.. WURIE, ESQ.
General Civil Practice
concentrating in mUnicipal , zoning
and subdivision law

£~E (!E
E I~ &

bulletin board
CARIBBEAN ONLY 189! Why freeze
here when for only $ t 89 you can be
stretched out in the sun of the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
Call 212-864-2000.
PEACE CANDLELIGHT VIGIL to
greel President Bush, to moum
those who have died and call for just
and lasting peace in Middle East.
Kennebunk, Feb. 15, 5~ :3O pm.
Carpool caravan, Maine Coalition to
Stop War in the Middle East, 4:30
pm, USM Parking Lot, Portland.

Responding to a
CBW Box #?

=-

0 Do It
Casco &y Weelcly
Like
551A
St.
Portland,
04101
This!
COtl~

CBWBoxXXX
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QPB. The book club for

people who can't resist a great offer.
)(XR\fr
TIiROtGH
Gf."\IlS""c-n...-
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·482. From
Perronius to Gore
Vidal, this latt5t edi·

tion of the famous
dictionary has

iO,OOO memorable
qU<Xation.s.

Hardcov." S19.95
QPB:$10.95

Hardcov.., S45
QPB:$18.9'

·Z77. A richly

·2048. The new 1991
edition of the dassic
writer~ ~source of
what to write, how
to write it and
whnc to sell it.

detailed account of
private life in the
eight centuries

bttw~n

Caesar and

Charlml9.gnc.

HardeOVtt' S39.95

2SS. Frida wa$ a
ma~tlc and originalpenonalnycelebrated as much for
her life as for her
~NIlOUS and sym-

Hardcove" $26.95

QPB,$17.9~

QPB,$1J.9~

....... ~

·269. Ex,.\oreth. h~
tory of~ art,
from the ruinsofcn..c.
to w rmpressionistJ to
the pootmodemists. 350
H1ustrations, Includina
220full-rolor
reproduaions.

ntw cookbook

th'!eaendary

modem I
comemplative and
inspirational
wntlng.

bolically rich
paintings.

restaurant, featuring
superbvexctarian

cookery from 16
differcmcuisines.

QPB:$U.95

Harde"",,, $29. 95
QPB,$I".95

QPB.$1J.95

GllnWINC

-156. Landmarks
in mathematics
seen through the
lenses of hinory,
science and an aesthl!tic sensibility.

~
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BUSINESS

~

Choosing three books was easy, but getting the three bucks into the
ent!elope proved to be beyond Zelda Krone's capabilities.

'..1.'.1 ..! ~.'.~ .[ .I
403. A besHclling,
hands-on guidt
that explains the
dos and don'ts of
successfully narting
a bWllnes.s.

More fascinating
The Simp$OflS~
interviN's With opan- help you express yourself
ion-makers. (rom the with their hilarious,
groundbreakmg PBS fulholor. ready~to'5Cnd
5Cri~.
poSlcards k:nuring Ban
Hardcover: $35
and family.

Hardcover, S16.95
QPB:$7.95

QPB: $16.95

QPB, $6.95

3 books, 3 bucks.
No commitment. No kidding.

QPB,$I5.95
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10K. Send me 3 books for 3 bucks. ,
No commitment. No kidding.
' Please enroll me in QPB and send me the 3 choices I've

I

I :.,

I1
I 1 ,i;
c.
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Quality Paperback Book Club,· P.O. Box 8804, Camp Hill, PA 17011.8804

, QgB
,

I

membe;h~p,

Quality

Paperback

.--~:

N.~
Add,,"

f""""""'"''''''''

I

,

,

on
hiS insights
myths ha.. shaped our

I..... and though ...

H.rdco,""" $27. SO
QPB.$15.9'
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109. Tlt.E"""""ofSI)kdl"'...... whatgooci

writing is; T~ Ekmmts ojGrammat'glVCs the

rule. to 101101>; Tit. E/nnin" 0/ Ed."", describe.
whats said best-and whats ~t left unsaid .
QPB,$IO.9 5:;:;:;==.7=::';;'"
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323. This invaluable guide will
provide you with all

,

listed below, billing me only $1 each, plus shipping and
handling charges. I understand that I am not required
to buy another book. You will send me the QPB Review
(if my account is in good standing) for at least six months.
If I have not bought at least one book in any six-month
period, you may
Indica,. boy number your 3 choice"
cancel my

civiln:atKxl in a
unique chan format.
Hardco..d29.95
QPB, $15.95

(3.volumuetJ

w

*QPB Exclu8i~: The only softcover edition now available.

J ;••

all about what it's
like to IiV'l! and (oYe
in Amenca today.
Hardeovedl9.95
QPB:$9.95

Actually, with QPB you don't have to send the bucks up front. Simply choose any three
books from this page; we'll bill you later for $3, plus shipping and handling. After that, you're
under no obligation to buy another book.
As a member, you'll receive the QPB Review 15 times a year (about every 3 1h weeks). This
entertaining little magazine will keep you up to date with the latest books we're offering. You'll
discover a refreshingly unusual selection of softcover books-priced at up to 60% less than their
hardcover counterparts so you'll always be able to save.
Another great benefit of membership is our Bonus Point program: For every book you buy,
after this special offer, you'll earn Bonus Points. These can be traded in for free books - you pay
just shil?ping and handling. With all this, why wait? Just choose your three books now-and send
the bucks later.

158. Taut 5USfJC'~ set In RlWia,
from two masters of the spy thriller.
(2·volume.set)
Hardcovers: $39.90

) "

of

,,",ocw

(2·\,o!umeset)

the Infonnation

tI,rdeov.", S39. 90
QPB:$14.95

you need to make
your dream
domicile a reahty.

QPB,$ 12.9'

-406. "A rollercoaster ride over a
vast landscape of
the Imagination"
-london G ..nlum.

Hardeove"s19.95
QPB:$9.9'

385.Fr.m\;
benoselling SF c1as·
sic, now in a s~cial
25th-anmvcrsary
edition
Hardcover: $22.95

QPB:S9.95

How QPB Membership Works.

, Selection: Each QPB Review lists a new Selection.
If you want it, do nothing-it will be shipped
1-16 , automatically. If you want another book or no book
at all, complete the Reply Form always encl05ed
and return it by the specified date. (A shipping
Q8056.2.7 , and handling charge is added to each shipment.)
RelUm Pri<lilege: If the QPB Review is delayed
-364.
stunning mys·
and you receive the Selection without having had
tery from the best.selling
A~
, 10 days to notify us, you may return it for credit.
audl()t cells the story of an
international auauinarion
Cancellations: You may cancel member.;hif at
plot
that revolvcs around a
any time by notifying QPB. We may canee your
sac.red Navajo mask.
membership if you elect not to buy at least one
Hardeo.." S17.95
book in any six-month period.
QPB:$9.95

I

da Vinci using puppies
mstead of painr.bni.shes and
you've gar Larson's zany new

Far Side hook.

QPB.~.95

387. Two rich and poignant c:ontt-:m.
porary no...eh from award.winnine
new writers.

(2-volume set)
Hardcoverd3 7. 90
QPB.$U.9'

